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THE SIMPLICITY OF LANGUAGE.
One of thkee Lectures on the Science of Thought delivered at
the Royal Institution, London, March,

BY PROF.

F.

MAX

Part

more than

It is

tured for the

members

first

1S7S.*

MliLlER.

ning

time (June, 1S61), to address the

of the

this Institutii

n always

was indeed a severe trial. As I looked round
who was present, I met in one place the keen

dark eyes of Faraday, in another the massive face of the
Bishop of St. David's, in another the kind and thoughtFrederick Maurice, while I was cheered
with a look of recognition and encouragement from dear
ful features of

Stanley.

I

them

again."

To

more names, " men,
not look upon their like

could mention several

all in

all,

we

shall

I

owe

a large debt of gratitude to

my

not to

prejudices, one

yet

also,

I

address such an audience on a subject that
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feel that

this Institution,

my

kind friends only, but likewise to

and

honest

opponents.
It

when

is

hardly remembered

now that
among

boldly claimed a place

I

ences for what

I

treated only

sci-

Language, Com-

called the Science of

was

before the time
the physical

to classical scholarship,

as

a

kind of ap-

and that even that place

was grudged to it by some of the most eminent students
of Greek and Latin.
No doubt, the works of Bopp,

Grimm,

Pott, Benfey, Curtius, Schleicher, had

that

at

England, and the labors of
such scholars as Donaldson, Latham, Garret and others,
could well claim a place by their side for originality,
honesty of purpose and clearness of sight. But there is
a difference between Comparative Philology and what
I meant by the
Science of Language. Comparative
Philology is the means, the Science of Language is the
time attracted attention

in

We must begin with a careful analytical and

attracts,

to see

many time-honored

full tilt against

end.

a quarter of a century since I ven-

with such an audience as

lec-

indeed.

cannot always avoid making enemies

I.

Royal Institution, and I well remember
the feeling of fear and trembling that came over me
when in this very place I began to deliver my first lecture on the Science of Language, as one of the physical sciences.
I was young then, and to find myself face
to face

was an ordeal

But painful
as the ordeal was, I do not regret having passed through
it.
Many of my most valued friendships date from that
time, and though in advocating a new cause and run-

parative Philology

and what they thought during the world's intellectual

take

turers in this room,

pendix

the history

how men

15 rts.

distin-

to read this history understandingly,

especially those pages

Single Copies,

ing experiments which enliven the discourses of most

Thought," not published

nor to be published in England, have
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could never be popular, and without any of those charm-

has

the third, on the " Simplicity of

18S7.

9,

Basis.

tive study of

ship as

am

we must

plicit faith in

grammarians,

In this respect

I

pedant as ever, and shall rather continue

to be taunted as such than abate

my

and

can venture to go beyond.

as great a

compara-

serve our apprentice-

phoneticians, etymologists

we

before

languages;

phonetic laws.

one

What

iota
I

from

my

im-

ago

said years

in

on the Science of Language, that phonetics
must form the foundation of Comparative Philology,
and that the laws which determine the changes of vowels and consonants are as unchangeable as the laws which
lectures

regulate the circulation of our blood,
little

exaggerated, but

in this respect

may have been

exaggeration

cidedly better than the smallest concession.
still

to another

much

heresy of mine, for which

I
I

is

a

de-

also hold

ha

e

been

abused, namely that a knowledge of Sanskrit

is

a

sine qud non for every comparative philologist, whether
his special subject

lology.

I

know

be Aryan, Semitic, or Turanian phihas been the fashion of late to cry

it
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down

the importance or Sanskrit, because

supply the key to
in

many

cases, Sanskrit

is

This

is

Irish, or Gothic.

and because

all secrets,

less primitive

does not

it

some, nay,

in

than Greek, or

a capital lesson to learn,

and

may, I hope, put an end at last to the false position
which Sanskrit still occupies in the eyes of certain
scholars, as the fountain head of all Aryan speech.
But
with all this, Sanskrit will always maintain its preeminence, as affording the best discipline to the student of

we have only to compare
who have mastered Sanskrit, and

works

language; and

the

those

of those

have

not,

whether

menian, or Albanian,
difference

order to perceive

in

Comparative Philology

more

J

atin,

immense

2

tl

or Ar-

who sails with a safe comwho trusts to the stars.

between the scholar

pass and the bold adventurer

the

Greek, or

the}' treat of

ot

who

a delightful subject,

is

more fascinating

cultivated the

it is

and

becomes,

it

by the very minuteness of the laws and rules which govern

its

There

proceedings.

enough

is

in

to

it

man's whole mind, enough to occupy a whole

we must

for all that,

absorb a

life.

But

not forget that the study of lan-

guages has an object beyond

itself,

a

wider purpose, a

higher aim.
of

Now

thought in the labyrinth of language, after the
dark chambers of that labyrinth have first been lighted

our thought, that

we

up by the torch of Comparative Philology. If there
any here present who attended my former courses
on the Science of Language, delivered in this Institution,

how

they will remember

often

I

appealed

to the

philosophers, whether logicians, physiologists, or metaphysicians, inviting
like

the thread

them

to a

study of language which,

Ariadne, would lead them safely

of

expressed their agree-

can study

it

is to say, the whole life of our thought,
nowhere more efficiently than in the

pathology of language.

- The

V

all

me

Science of Language, therefore, was to

time but a means to an end

— a telescope

to

at

watch the

heavenly movements of our thoughts, a microscope to
discover the primary cells of our concepts.

many

have

I

hoping that some one better
qualified than myself might lay hold of the materials
collected by the comparative philologists, and build with
them a new system of philosophy. Everything was
ready the ore was there, it had only to be coined. But
whether philosophers mistrusted the ore, or whether
they preferred to speculate with their time- honored
waited for

years,

—

tokens rather than with the genuine metal, certain

Language has placed
I

it

is

with few exceptions, no philosopher by profession

has as yet utilized the

secrets of

are

who

curious that those

understand, not only the disease, but the health also of

that,

And what is that higher purpose which the Science
Language is meant to serve? It is to discover the

it is

ment with me that mythology, including metaphysics,
might indeed be considered as a disease of language, did
not ask themselves what in that case the health of language would mean. Right language is right thought,
and right thought is right language; and if we want to

know

new

answer that

the

facts

which the Science of

at his free disposal.

will be

of the Science of Language,

it

The

made.

They vary from year

as yet so unsettled.

results

has often been said, are
to year,

and

Germany, France and England, to
America, differ toto ccelo from each other

the best authorities in
say nothing of

on some of

the

Some

most fundamental principles.

hold that, like the law of gravitation, the laws which

govern the growth and dec. y of language admit of no
exceptions; others hold, on the ccntrarv, that disturb-

through the intricate passages of the human mind,
through wlvch they had been groping their way for so

ances in the regular courses of words

many

cording to some, are the descendants of one uniform lan-

centuries, without ever

they meant to slay.

my

In

meeting the monster which
lectures on Comparative My-

show the irresistible influence which language, in its growth and decay, has exercised on thought, not only in what is commonly called mythology,

particular,

in

I

tried to

thology, the stories of gods and heroes, but

sphere of knowledge,
or anything

else.

call

We

it

in

every

religion, philosophy, science,

may do what we

thoughts are always hide-bound

in

like,

language, and

our
it

is

phase of thought and language, inevitable
every branch of knowledge, which I meant by Mythology, using that word in a far wider sense than had
this inevitable
in

ever before been assigned to

meaning quite

it.

In order to

make my

and to provoke, if possible, contradiction, that is independent thought, I called mythology
a disease of language, though adding at the same time
that it was to be considered as an infantine disease, as a
clear,

natural crisis through

must pass

in

which our

order to maintain

intellectual constitution
its

health

and

vio-or.

may

the discovery of an unsuspected Neptune.

guage; according
classical

literary

ence

its

here, lead to
Dialects, ac-

to others they are the feeders of

languages, and exist not only before a

the

common

language can be framed, but continue to infludevelopment by constant intercommunion.

later

Dialect, in fact, has

become the general name

for the

centrifugal tendencies of language, whether originating
in

individuals, families, villages, towns, or provinces, as

opposed to the centripetal power of analogy, represented by the sway which, whether for good or for evil,
majorities always exercise over minorities.
But even on
minor points there have been most sanguinary battles
between hostile camps of comparative philologists.
Whether the original Aryan language possessed one
short a only, like Sanskrit, or whether the a was
already, before the separation of the
entiated into «,

c, o,

and death; and
true scholar

it is

I

Aryan

family, differ-

has been treated as a matter of

do not deny that

a matter of life

in

life

the eyes of the

and death.

But

it

does

—

;
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not follow that because Curtius hesitated on this point

he therefore deserves

the ignominious epithets that

all

have been showered upon his head. Among scholars
by profession all this is understood. Curtius holds, and
will hold, his place of honor in the history of ComparaPhilology

tive

in spite of all that

ten against him, and no one
this, I believe,

has of

late,

been writ-

more ready

will be

admit

to

than Brugmann, OsthofFand others,

who

have attacked him so fiercely. I am sorry for rude and
ungracious language at all times, but I do not mind an
honest

What

fight.

I

object to

critics,

is, if

lazy to form an opinion for themselves,

who

are too

amuse them-

and think they can amuse others, by collecting a
number of passages from the writings of these philolog-

selves,

which they not only contradict each
other flatly, but bandy epithets with which they seem
but too familiar, whether from the study of slang dictionaries or from their partiality for the customs of primichampions,

ical

in

Let every man judge for himself, and give
his opinion and his reasons for it; but simply to point
out that Bopp has been called an ignoramus by somebody it may be even by someone who is somebody
that Sir William Jones has been dubbed a mere pretive savages.

—

Darwin

tender, or
smile,

and

to

may no doubt

a fool,

bring a whole subject

What

can do no possible good.

serve to raise a

into discredit, but

province

is

it

there in the

whole realm of human knowledge in which there is no
None, I should say, except where
difference of opinion?
there
ery.

is

for a time neither

It is

because there

is

life,

nor progress, nor discov-

at

present intense vitality in
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pendulum swinging from one extreme to
which he learnt with implicit
faith from his teacher demolished by men it may be far
inferior in knowledge, judgment and character, is often
disheartening.
But if one is allowed to watch the clock
of knowledge for a longer time than is commonly
allotted to hardworking students, one feels comforted on
seeing the pendulum returning once more to the opposite side, and one finds out that after all there was more
age, to see the

the other, to see the views

be said for the exploded errors than

to

I say one feels comforted, though others would
probably say, " Is, then, our knowledge nothing but a

swing-swang? Must we be content with
always oscillating between truth and untruth, and does
the flux and reflux of scientific opinion always leave us
perpetual

exactly

where we were before?"

On

the contrary,

lum

I

feel

convinced that while the pendu-

backwards and forwards, the
metaphor moves onward, slowly but steadily unless there is something
wrong in the wheels within wheels which represent the
incessant toil cf honest and unselfish workers.
vibrates

regularly

—

You may of late years have heard a good deal about
new views in Comparative Philology. I highly appreciate every one of these new views, but I do not therefore entirely surrender the old

There has been,

that constant friction, that frequent scintillation, but also

new

that constant increase of
shall

ever have

infallibility

republic of learning?

I

hope

Do you

light.

we

ined,

the

Some

not, for to

my mind

that

would mean nothing but sluggishness, languor and death.
Scholars welcome everybody

ment

who

in

the open tourna-

of science will take his chance, dealing

receiving or parrying blows; but the

does not

fight himself, but simply stands by to jeer and sneer

when two good

knights have been unseated in break-

ing a lance in the cause of truth, does nothing but mischief,

and might, indeed,

find

better and

worthier em-

say, therefore, that the results of

Philology, Ethnology and Mythology are
certain to

make

it

into consideration,

edge, like

men

all

Comparative
still

too un-

safe for a philosopher to take
is

mere

laziness.

The

river of

them

knowl-

other rivers, will never stop flowing for

through with dry feet; it will flow on
aevum, and we must take our header
into it, and swim or drown.
There is one advantage at least in getting old. To
a young man, or I should rather say to a man of middle

timid
in

omne

ought

to be, a constant

to pass

volubilis

of the

be re-exam-

and have been strengthened by new supports.
important additions have been made with regard

many

were

I

to

the whole it has been found
were accepted as beyond doubt,
so certain as they seemed at first.

phonetic laws, and on

that

all

reform,

Some

etat.

things which

after all not quite

Let us only take one instance.
heard of what I called GrimnCs

would more
Rule. However,

fully admit,

Grimm''s

Empirical Law, for
formity

in

it

You have
Z.azv,

as

it

may be

called at least an

contains the observation of a uni-

the changes of consonants in

guages of the Aryan family.
of that uniformity in

probably

and what,

correctly have been called

and High German, as compared with

ployment.

To

to

blows and

man who

as there

very foundations of our science have had

in

think

and immutability

There has not

views.

been a cataclysm, a complete break between the old and
the new, as some giddy people want to make out.
but there has never been a coup a"

it

—

finger on the dial— to keep to our

customs, mythologies, and religions that there

in

No; I certainly do
human destiny.

not take so desponding a view of our

the comparative study of ancient languages, traditions,
is

we imagined

thirty years ago.

its

We

all

Low German
the other lan-

find the observation

crudest form in Rask.

It

was

afterward generalized and more firmly established by

Grimm.

Still, a

number

of exceptions remained, and

were gradually diminished by the discovery of
new rules by Lottner, Grassmann and Verner. But even
now, much remains to be done. There are still exceptions to be accounted for, such as Gothic fadi, which as
Sanskrit has the accent on the first, ought to he fat hi
or Gothic hvathar, whether, which as Sanskrit katard

these

THE OPEN COURT.
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has the accent on the

last,

Nay,

should be hvadar.

I

on high and the

stars

still

small voice within seemed to

two

greatest miracles, might

believe that a higher law has yet to be discovered to

the greatest philosopher the

account for the influence which, according to Verner,
the accent immediately before Sanskrit tenues is sup-

he not have added the galaxy of words as the third great

If the accent

plied to exercise.

preceding the tenuis

diately

comes aspirate

Low German

tenuis appears in

t

as

Sanskrit

not, the

if

the corresponding

Thus Sanskrit bhrdtar becomes

media.
thar,

Sanskrit, the tenuis be-

in

Low German;

in

on the vowel imme-

is

in

Gothic bro-

being replaced by th; but Sanskrit pitar becomes

miracle that passes

understanding, though

all

great English dictionary,

now

University press at Oxford,

and

fifty

being published by the
to contain

is

thousand words, that

passes

it

If you consider that the

every day before our very eyes ?

two hundred

a quarter of a million,

is,

and that on a low average every word admits of at least
ten changes by means of declension, conjugation, or de-

fadar; Sanskrit mdtar, Anglo Saxon modor. Why?
Simply because the accent in Sanskrit was immediately
before the t in bhrdtar, but not so in pitdr and mdtar.

grees of comparison,* you have before you, in English

This shows how closely languages are held together, a
change of accent in Sanskrit being sufficient to e (plain
the change of /// and d in Gothic, Anglo Saxon and
But we have, as yet, the
other Low German dialects.

the

Why

facts only.

the accent should exercise this influ-

know, unless we suppose that the accent
before the tenuis draws the tenuis toward the preceding
vowel, makes it, as it were, the final of a syllable, and
secures to it that aspiration which a tenuis would claim,
ence

if

we do

not

the final of a word.*
I

wish

could give you to-day a fuller account of

I

the excellent

work

ner, Ascoli, Fick,

been done during the last
Grassmann, Ver-

that has

twenty years by such men

as Lottner,

Ludwig, Schmidt,

Collitz,

Brugmann,

many

would be surprised

which has been

at the perfection

two

millions and a half of words, every one a bright

human thought.
stars in Heaven may

star of

I

wonder what the number
Struve,

be.

I

am

told,

of

formed

number might amount to two millions!
But the visible stars, up to stars of the fifth magnitude,
amount to one thousand three hundred and eighty-two
only, and I doubt whether anybody here present has
ever seen more than twice that number, as I doubt
a guess that their

whether many people have ever used more than twice
At Oxford, as Professor Pritchthat number of words.
ard informs me, the stars which we see with the naked
eye are about two thousand eight hundred about the
same as the number of the members of the University in
their various degrees of light and magnitude.

—

THE RELATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF POPULATION TO SOCIAL REFORM.
PROF. HENRY C ADAMS.

You

OsthofF, de Saussure, Schrader, and

others.

alone,

at-

One

tained in the elaboration of phonetic rules, in the obser-

is

almost ashamed to speak of the doctrine of

many have been

the errors and miscon-

working of analogy, in the more exact
definition of technical terms, and in the historical conclusions to be drawn from the facts supplied by a com-

population, so

parison of cognate languages.

and, in consequence, to the consideration of any proposal

vations on the

call

But my object to-day is a different one. I wish to
your attention to the progress that has been made in

our comprehension of language

itself.

Now, whatever

views were formerly held about language, everybody

was agreed

that

language was

most wonderful thing,
that perhaps the wisest thing that

so wonderful, in fact,

it was
that it must have been of
superhuman or divine origin. It was quite clear that,
though men might frame new out of old words, no man

new.

Nor

did nature

own

seem

pleasure a

to

humanity with a vocabulary, for

word

entirely

a

superhuman

wonder

at the infinite

One

look

at that

the miracles of

all

of social reform.
a

Indeed,

it

is

all

right

human

race,

believed by

many

system of thought which stands opposed to

forms, and on that account, also,

it

to be

all

re-

should receive the

attention of students of social relations.

We

shall put ourselves

on the right track for

inter-

Essay on the Principles of Popuby Robert Malthus, which appeared in 1798,

preting correctly the
lation,
if

we

notice the story of

the elder Mr. Malthus
disciple of

its

was

writing.

It

appears that

a student of Condorcet, a

Rousseau, and a friend of Godwin.

These

We

Man was not depraved
vices of human institutions.
by nature; it was as easy for him to do right as to do
wrong; his acts were determined by his surroundings.
Could the artificial structure of society be changed,
there was no reason in the nature of' things why men

we

well may.

could not attain a state of perfectability and live forever

is

worth all
But if the

served,

source?

procession

religions put together.

•Sec Heyne, Laut und FlexionsUhrr,
Sounds, p. 9.

fundamental to

vocabularies differed,

all

of stars, and

silent eternal

it is

writers believed the evils of society to arise from the

and supernatural

number

yet

have supplied primitive

and every person capable of speaking had to learn his
language from his parents. Whence, therefore, could
language, with its millions of words, come to us except

from

it;

thinking upon the ultimate destiny of the

a

could be said about

could ever frame at his

ceptions respecting

p. 9S; also

Sweet, History of Enelisk

in

comfort and happiness.

*A

were optimistic

Greek verb, according

skrit verb of 891.

These

anarchists.

writers,

it

will be ob-

They appealed from

to Curtius, admits of ?07 modifications; a San-
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the

artificial

regulations of the eighteenth century to a

law of nature, urging that harmony and happiness
must necessarily follow the dethronement of king-made
law and the enthronement of natural law. It was this
teachings which the elder Malthus sought to force

set of

upon

his son,

submit

but the intelligence of the son refused to

to the vagaries

us assume,

of uncontrolled imagination.

young man,

said the

tained a perfect state of

enough

equality in

term the "law of natural liberty"

at-

which each has

last,

is

for

the only authority;
it

lies

written also

law of nature that the human species will

in this

up

to the limit of subsistence.

in-

" In a state of uni-

versal physical well-being, this tendency,
life

Let

has

wants, and that what you

to satisfy rational

such a happy state cannot
crease

that society

which

in

real

held in check by the difficulty of procuring a

is

would operate without restraint. Scarcity
would follow the increase of numbers; the leisure would
soon cease to exist; the old struggle for life would recommence, and inequality would reign once more."
subsistence,

In judging of the doctrine of population as a system

we

of thought,

should never lose sight of the contro-

was formulated. As an answer to the
conclusion of those to whom it was addressed the argument was final, for, assuming " natural liberty" to be
versy in which

it

the only premise of action, a perfected society

is

an im-

The poverty and crime which spring necesfrom the unregulated struggle for individual exist-

possibility.

sarily

ence will surely

make

appearance; but

its

it is

only

when
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laws of production and procreation to the direction of
an intelligent will. It does not therefore stand opposed
to reform, but declares one of the conditions to which
reform,

must adjust

successful,

if

Whence,

itself.

then,

may

be asked, arises that contemptuous hatred with
which many regard the doctrine? This, I think, comes
it

from the

and unwarranted interpretation of
It has been commonly
held that the only restraint to be brought into play was
the self-restraint of the poor with regard to marriage,
and the only motive which could induce to the exercise
restricted

the phrase " moral restraints."

of this restraint

market.

was the

fear of over-stocking the labor

poor will propagate without reason they
must take the consequences. Such is the comforting
If the

theory of the rich.

But such, I apprehend, is not the necessary conclufrom the premises. Were the poor sufficiently intelligent, or had they the time to become intelligent, so
sion

as to clearly see the bearings of great social forces, they

might perhaps be held in a degree responsible for the
which they erect against the advancement of

barriers

own

their

class,

although even that would not excuse

the well-to-do for perverting the industrial forces from
their highest social employment to the ministry of per-

But since the poor lack the intelligence
necessary for appreciating the law of social progress,
the superior intelligence of society should be brought to
sonal luxury.

bear in directing their thoughts for them.

degree

has been already done,

this

as,

In a certain

for example, in

the conclusions of the essay are regarded as true inde-

the quite universal establishment of popular education.

pendently of the assumptions from which they proceeded,

For

upon the problem of the
This was well recognized
ultimate destiny of the race.
by Malthus, and when he perceived what use people
were likely to make of his doctrine, he modified its
premises so as to be more nearly in harmony with the

renders

that they

throw

facts of life; that

moral

restraints

light

a false

is

to say,

upon the

he admitted the existence of

increase of numbers, thus tak-

to the control of a conscious pur-

it

my

This, to

in

mind,

the most important lesson to be

is

the doctrine of population

his historical setting.

society

when

The development

not wholly directed

is

of

are

The phrase " moral restraints"
must be granted an interpretation which shall lead to
broader schemes of reform than any yet undertaken
they are not adequate.

before

its full

meaning may be

said to

have been appre-

hended.
It

tion

seems, then, that in applying the law of popula-

we must

look

away from

the individual and con-

now return to the thought from which we
we brush aside the long and tedious discuswhich the law of population has given rise, we
Malthuseanism

not that poverty and crime are necessary

an advancing society, for the theory

may be

set

aside

phenomena

itself

this point of

view two thoughts make themis
not the actual numbers of

people, but the rapidity of their increase that determines

If

shall see that the true interpretation of

and from

human

by blind force acting

Let us

these evils

efforts

selves

rational ends.

sion to

Such

studied

through individuals, but the intelligence of society may
be brought to bear so as to direct development toward

started.

which threaten
commendable, but

sensitive to those influences

sider the question as a question of social development,

pose in society.

drawn from

men

race deterioration.

ing the entire question out from the domain of natural

law and subjecting

well recognized that the spread of intelligence

it is

is

in

admits that

by subjecting the natural

the grade
live.

First,

clear.

of

If the

it

physical

comfort

in

which men

proportion of producers to dependents

may
is

at

any time too large, the tendency will be to lower the
standard of living.
But at the present time, while the
world is passing through the period of industrial

advancement which marks the nineteenth century, this
thought is of comparatively slight importance. Under
present conditions, over population is no explanation of
poverty.
But in the second place,
is the source from
which population comes, rather than the rapidity of its
increase, which determines the influence of numbers
i.t
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upon the character

of

the world are of the right sort there

many

danger of there being too

men born

If the

society.

into

no immediate

is

How

of them.

then

may the source of increasing numbers be brought
under the control of the social judgment? Legislation
The
upon this point has for the most part failed.
restriction of marriages has commonly resulted in an
There seems to be no
increase of illegitimate births.

adequate answer to
recognizes that

except the one which

this question,

men

all

open

are

to the influence of the

same motives, and which seeks to adjust society in such
a manner that these motives may produce their normal
Upon whom do the moral restraints respecting
results.
Manifestly upon those who
population now work?
are born sufficiently high in the social scale to appreciWho, on the other hand,
ate the allurements of hope.
are wholly careless as to the consequences of marriage?
The answer is equally plain. It is they who have
nothing to hope for in the world as they find it, and

who

are too

weak

hew

to

for themselves a path to suc-

This matter of hopefulness

cess.

is

in

part a matter of

development is largely a matter of
Of one fact we may rest assured, and
circumstances.
that is that hope will never spring up where the door
of opportunity is closed.
It is not enough that the law
temperament, but

men

grants

its

a legal right to better their circumstances if

they are able; the conditions of success must be adjusted
to the ability of

men, the weak as well as the strong,
hope can never save us
numbers of the worst sort.

all

or the restraining influence of

from an increase

The
sion

in

somewhat rambling

conclusion of this

The

this.

is

doctrine of

understood, does not stand in the

population,

way

discus-

properly

of rational reform,

The

total absence of any facts bearing on the
accompanied by the acknowledgement that
Mr. Savage is " not ready to publish more than hints or
fragments of facts " which have led him to the certainty
4.

subject;

he expresses.

"Psychic Research" has certainly labored for many
Although favored
by the support of a few scientific men, it has been
tabooed by the great majority. But its most conspicuous disadvantage has been the support of its " friends,"
There cm be no doubt that
the professional mediums.
years under special disadvantages.

these

after so

some

many

facts

to-morrow, even

reasonably high grade of social

a

enjoyment.
"

MIND READING,

BY
In

your

A REPLY TO M.

ETC.:"
J.

J.

SAVAGE.

ELLIS.

S.

April 2S, appears an article by

issue of

Minor. J. Savage, on the above subject, the "etc." being
brought out very conspicuously. The article is a very
characteristic one,
ers that

some

and

I

think

criticism of

it

it

only

fair to

i.

The

claim that there

are

proven

seems
cannot

to
at

he, that because there are

The demand

that

For

fraud.

claim

lias

so

The

enough

that certain results should

be exhibited and the spectators be forced to admit the

What

statements of the exhibitors as to preliminaries.
is

required

whole of the preliminaries and

that the

is,

accompanying circumstances should be perfectly exposed
as in all really scientific investigations, and that the
be capable of being repeated in similar

results should

circumstances.
treat

Until this

the pretensions of

is

all

we

done,

"mediums "

bound

are

to

as at least not

sufficiently sustained to justify us in classing these pre-

among

scientific investigators.

It is

about science which induces

this letter; for I find that, not

only does

it

this slight

me

number of persons who make no claim to
knowledge or methods of thought; but it
induces some otherwise clear-headed thinkers
as

possibilities,

facts

or supposed

facts

to

write

mislead a large
scientific

actually
to

admit

which

their

mature judgment wouM cause them to utterly repudiate
did they approach the matter in the logical and scientific

derful psychic facts are of "daily occurrence;" and

preceded by an acknowledgment that the writer

is

is

" not

we ought

to

ready to publish more than hints or fragments of facts."

should

be

only "facts" mentioned are that certain mediums have

believers.
3.

not

it is

scientific

with every precaution against

openly, and

After such an admission,

investigators

exhibition of

statement that thousands of sane persons assert that won-

The

believe the specialties put forward.
2.

the

which

facts

some things which

present be explained, therefore

facts,

which can be arranged and carried out with
certainty,

may

frame of mind with which they attack other problems.
The first claim is that there are "facts" which find
no place in scientific theories. This is followed by a

characteristic in these points:

are denied admittance into scientific theories.

be successful, but

preliminaries are arranged

all

letter is

your read-

The

be allowed.

when

apparently satisfactorily; but

spice of talk

and maintain

may

"experiments," that to-day
fail

But surely,

mere "hints and fragments"
Men of sense demand, not

rather than

tenders

attain

all

years of experiments and investigation,

should be forthcoming.

of embarrassment in any society where

can easily

upon

discredit

by any amount of respectable opposition.

for the question of population will cease to be a matter

men

more

persons have brought

forms of spiritualism, by the exposures which their
exhibitions have entailed, than would have been inflicted

it

is

not surprising that the

"told things" which they "could not have known."

statement that,

been established

much evidence

to

when once

a general

truth

man's mind, he does not require
support a special case.

in a

The

reason this sort of

scientific theories

lievers.

If a

is

rubbish

is

not admitted into

plain to those of us

who

are unbe-

chemist desires to exhibit the composition
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he takes a sample from any cupboard or shop

salt,

where he can

find

hn experiment

of

wants

prove

to

Allowing

it.

is

the same.

his "facts,"

"mediums" who

certain

for impurity, the result

If the

Psychic Force

man

he can only do so by getting

are experienced in the business

perform the "experiments." Let Mr. Savage tell
me some of the "strange powers" which have been
exercised in his study, so that I can call them forth in
my study, and I will do my best to assist in their establishment on a scientific basis. I certainly have often
longed for the assistance of some force which would
to

me

enable

to

But

"move

physical objects without muscular

Vain wish,

pressure."

why

or not.

unbelievers

turn

will

knowledge

who

in place of prejudice.

believes in the truth he

direction in

which

knowledge.

it

But

man

is

more

that

maybe

reported

That
shown by the acknowledgment

is

regard to the alleged proof of the existence of

thought-transference, Mr. Savage's "acceptance

much on

is

based

the evidence offered, as on the fact that

am sure things quite as wonderful have occurred in
my own experience." Is there any scientific theory into
I

which

this sort

of thing can be

made

to fit?

says the present condition of affairs (that

Mr. Savage
is,

the non-

acceptance of these alleged "facts" by scientists)
scandal both to science and philosophy."
scandal,

it

would appear

to

me

to rest

If there

"a
any

is

is

on the shoulders

of

men who

all

true science, that the utmost that can be said in their

are putting forward notions so opposed to

is that they "need explanation;" the very facts on
which they are based requiring substantiation. Until
some substantial facts are put forward facts which can
be demonstrated by all inquirers, and not by a few
specialists who make it their hobby
I think* we are
fairly entitled to relegate all this business to the domain
of the mountebank and the charlatan.
The real value of evidence seems to be a point on
which, too, spiritualists have very indefinite notions.
They seem to think that all that is necessary is, that a
few people at a seance should be forced to acknowledge

favor

—

—

The

only things

known,

first

think

I

And

If a friend of
I

knew he

my answer would

be short

can easily understand

I

mine

could not

why

so

has been written on this matter without even the
step having been taken toward placing it on a

scientific basis.

CHATS

WWH

A CHIMPANZEE.

BY MOSCl'RE

CONWAY.

D.

Part IV.

When

I next visited my chimpanzee he said that
have to postpone our further discussion because a rite of especial importance was about to be performed there by the Brahmans, and no stranger could

we would

solemnities.

it

without any particular inquiry into their reality."

not so

much

the truth, he will receive and promulgate any

of 'cases' supporting

no exaggeration

me something which

not flattering.

regret that

is

is

to tell

be present.

number

that, in

were

"When

nostrum

this

even ten thousand eye-witnesses

are hinted at in the article are those which, if
true, certainly would seem to partake of the miraculous,

an ignorant unbeliever asks a

might be paraphrased thus:

could not
the circum-

all

which

has persuaded himself that his particular

third claim

we

if

we knew

if

cause of an eclipse or a rainbow?

and

suggests.

man

things,

stances, the evidence of

likely So be

less belief

man for information, the scientist will give him
means of gaining the knowledge he requires, and
not throw his letter into the waste basket, as Mr. Savage

a

Even

be true.

to

would be of no value, if it could be shown that they
were wanting in sufficient accurate knowledge to make
them competent judges. What would be the value of
the evidence of a few millions of Africans as to the

if

the

The

which they cannot exground for asking us to believe

fair

some of these

possibly have

scientific

once

them

their explanation

explain

are believers

It is true, that a

than another with
if

that they have seen something
plain, to give

investigation

seeking and knows the

to investigate,

successful in finding
less

is

Scien-

and give them

believers,

into
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or something equally reasonable.

alas!

should investigators be believers?

men do not care whether investigators
They know perfectly well that

tific

COURT.

" If you

yon

my

expressed

I

could

I

sorrow

at

this,

and

my

not witness more of these secret

are sufficiently arboreal to climb with me
chimpanzee, " and to hide behind its

tree," said the

larger branch and risk a small fine and large noise on

you can witness what
mainly singing and dancing."

possible discovery,

I

was soon up the

from the large
just in front of

me on

not only helped to

done;

it

is

and seated on a limb jutting

tree

branch.

is

My

monkey

friend perched

more exposed side. Thus he
conceal me but was close enough to
the

answer

in a whisper any question
I might to put.
Presently a sedan-shrine was borne into the court; I
caught only a glimpse of its deity, who seemed to have

a monkey's face,but of this I was not certain, its back being
toward me. After priests had prostrated themselves
flat before it, and some cakes been laid on small stands,
a number of men entered and knelt each to a priest, who
covered the bowed head with his skirt. It appeared to
be a process of confession and a v solution. Then seven

men

entered, each bearing a musical instrument, and

squatted on the stone floor.

An

equal

number of tem-

ple dancers followed, and, having

removed an upper

garment bowed before the deity

till

touched the ground.

their

The movement and

foreheads

expression

were those of absolute submission and helplessness.
Then the musicians began their singing, with instrumental accompaniment, the dancers remaining motionless.
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music and songs, and seen dances, exactly

monotonous thrum-thrum and
twanc-twang; the singing was a prolonged whine in

heard and seen

unison.

dancing, their original purpose being

was

" music "

The

a

How does that music impress you ?" asked
when the first performance was over.
"

It

call

music,"

it

translate every

Now that

it.

they

get closer to you and

will

I

I

word."

This time the strain profoundly impressed me.

It

told of the hardness and weariness of life; the sentence

of death under which each

demons

born; the partings, the

or a hell for punishing sins of previous exist-

ence; the consuming famine

was

described, the drying

up of streams, the ghouls of disease, the misery of existThe tones in which these burdens were conveyed
ence.
were as perfectly adapted to the sense as the moaning

wounded animal, the sigh
whose lambs

of a

bleating of sheep

ear but to

move

the heart.

Tinkle, tinkle

!

The

1

It is

"

For

to please the

developed out of the
It is
it

has

meant

move

to

moved

yours."

dancers arose and went through

These

too,

were not aiming

They pleaded

at

before

god with movements. One girl described the pasgod how he had seen his ideal become actual in a female form, pursued her, and become the
When she had acted the divine legfather of heroes.
;

end, another told in her dance

how

mortals too kindle

Now

with love, which, unsatisfied, must consume them.

now

pressing them to her throbbing

temples, she portrayed every phase of passion

at last

till

she sank, a picture of death, with hands folded on her
breast.

Then

forth sprang a third, and, while the in-

strumentalist beat a happier measure, she danced the joy

of happy love, of embraces, of paradise; without,
ever, any effort to be graceful

" But even this joy

is

sung

how-

No,"

said

in

sad minors,"

I said,

attempt to please mere mortals.
"
curious state of mind," I

A

my

friend, " for her every step

tired players

said.

" Yes, but like other natural curiosities, developed

by simple
"

not

known

people

in

your

believe absurdities?"

Many."

"They were
that

Have you

forces.

who

country

created by the absurdities they believe;

such beliefs must have been for a long time con-

is,

itself into a superstition of the divine and eternal
dependent on their every motion, accent, tone,

projected
interests

From

word.

this

now

it is

spoken word:

the

spoken

an easy step to personification of

as Fate,

Fairy (fatu?n, the thing

;_fari, to speak).

" All that line of mental development,"

West culminated

in the

God

a distinct

is

and that

it

in a

dogma

said, " has

I

that the

word

of

Person, embodying creative power,

once appeared on earth

among men."
"Through such fables"

in

human form and

dwelt

said

my sage, "runs

of truth connecting us with a period

was

The word was coinage

really vital.

with a word might mislead

a thread

when the spoken word

hard and was never spoken or written
a tribe to

of a need

in vain.
its

;

it

came

To tamper

destruction.

A

warning of pickets inscribed on a rock, in signs agreed
on, if altered might lead their fellows to disaster. This,
however, is but a smallest illustration of the importance
Your physioloof the word as a factor of evolution.
gists find the natural bridge between mere vocal sound

Among

us there

is

amid

to articulate.

was always

a dispute as to

how

nature

Some

maintained that

and dancers

and family development.

passed that minute point where vocal chords were able

fearful perils."

The

gods and goddesses who will not forgive the least admixture of error in their ceremonies, nor the slightest

and articulate speech too infinitesimal for measurement.

or fascinating.

" and the dancer's face does not smile."

"

They are a
employment of

in the

and death on their exact performances has gradually

tears.

their

clasping her hands,

themselves

feel

life

presently understood.

sion of that

and

these choirs of the temple the dependence of actual

the hearts of gods and goddesses as

beauty, as

select caste,

For

piteous supplications of mendicants.

their strange evolutions.

accent or motion will

in

ditions of comfortable existence

was not meant

It

mistake

bring him or her an eternity of torment.

are slain, the cooing of

As I listened my eyes filled with
You weep, my friend," said the chimpanzee.

that this music exists.

they involved the favor or disfavor of

origin

of bereaved hearts, the

lonely doves.
"

pleasure; but, as

were matters of life and death, even so is it with
our temple singers and dancers. Each is trained in the

wonder whether the world were sport

heartbreaks; the

of

is

have been

lost,

human

arts of

deities,

belief that a slightest

not beautiful."
" Perhaps you do not understand
are about to sing again,

elsewhere developed into
in their

answered softly.
I should hardly
and is
whimpering,
and
whining
mere
sounds like

"
"

my sage

were
Music and

as they

the beginnings of time.

in

departed.

In a

few moments the courtyard was entirely vacant, save for
the slumberous monkeys.
In a few moments we were
comfortably seated there.
" What you have just witnessed," said the chimpanzee, " is a fit overture to what I have to say about the
evolution of our race through speech.
You have heard

it

said it was by a bit of luck; others
was the evolutional culmination of the

animal sounds repeated
of the

human

infant; but

in the hissing,
all

braying, cooing

agreed on what was really

by the acquisition of speech. The anthropoid
which you and I are descended was a race of
howlers. They howled when they were happy, and
when they were unhappy their community was organization of a howl.
But one of them managed to cut up

effected

race from

;
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into bits, making it a chatter; this he used
was
satisfied, reserving his howl for distress.
when he
that whenever that anthropoid's indivwas
result
The
heard all the rest knew it must be
was
howl
idual

howl

his

The

trouble, and hastened to his aid.

power by

superior vocal

possession of this

reflex action took

that anthropoid's consciousness; he

became

its

place in

alive to

sounds

Once, hearing a howl more piercing
hurried
to its utterer, and rescued from a
he
usual,
than
community. From the marriage
of
the
female
serpent a
inaudible to others.

this chatterer

of

make her howl

with a wife able to

expressive, sprang a family of anthropoid genius. Instead

monotonous howl these had various expressions
whine when ill, a sharp cry for a serpent's approach,
a growl when it was a wolf, a bark for something
These sounds multiplied their sources of security.
else.
The anthropoids which could not acquire such vocal
of the old
a

worst

got the

variability

of

the

things,

others the

These formed an anthropoid aristocracy; all who
were able cultivated some vocal variation which enabled
them to marry into this aristocracy, in which all advantages were steadily accumulated. And while these were
becoming the sum of every creatures best, pari passu the
mere howlers were pauperized, denuded of their best indiThere was interbreeding of
viduals and deteriorated.
ignorance and incapacity on one side by which anthropoids
best.

were turned

into apes,

while interbreeding of superiori-

on the other was evolving anthropoids into men.
only to suppose the selecting process to go on
long enough, millions of years going to acquire one

ties
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most impressed bv them, so developing memory, finally
relieved the race from bondage to want enough to admit

Then was developed,

intervals of leisure.

of classified events

— or laws.

of purposed selection,

some notion
For this began the work
that which in the hands of

—

like

man

has changed the rude stocks of nature into

and

cattle.

apples

Mankind changed pine cones

by mere

variations

must

the howl, and

at last

initiate

realize that these

of interest, long

instruction

a grain of sand be deposited annually on one spot, the
process need only be continued long enough for a

mountain to stand there. I have said word,' but at
might be merest root of a word yet roots grow,
and spread in branches, for each variety of expression
corresponded to a variety of experience. An anthropoid
parent, dying by a serpent's bite, might inform his fellows that the serpent is deadly; they can turn his expeOral tradirience to wisdom without undergoing it.
tions, representing an accumulation of facts and experi'

first it

ences,

;

became

to

those

who

could

remember them

as a

catalogue of the chief dangers and opportunities incidental to anthropoid
tion.

life.

The community

This was a principle of

selec-

of chatterers advanced to be a

organism of the spoken word.
" Successive changes in one organ drew

after

them

pine-

before

proached.

He

gave me

understand that he did not wish to be sus-

to

placed his finger on his mouth, winked,

pected of speech, and

waved me

a silent farewell.

PROTESTANTISM AND THE

NEW

ETHICS.

BY WILLIAM CLARKE.

On

Sunday in February, I
crowd composed mainly of working
people near the portico of St. Paul's Cathedral in LonIt was the day of the so-called "Church Parade"
don.
of the unemployed people of London, who intended by
this means to attract the attention of the wealthy classes
I think I never felt so deeply what
to their condition.
an utter farce the church had become in England. And
by this word church I do not refer to the Catholic
church, which is popular and sympathetic to the poor
(however absurd its alleged miracles and pretended
the afternoon of the last

stood amid a vast

infallibility

may

be), but to the Protestant section of the

endowed
Here were masses of poor people from
of London to the number of twenty or

Christian church, especially as established and
in

England.

every part

thirty thousand,

rough and

part quiet and orderly,

social

fruits

evolutionary method in nature was recognized.
That method which surrounds man with a civilized
world of his own creation is not now applied by man to
his
own breeding. Conventionalism sanctioned bv
dogma forbids that. But there was no such arresting
power over the forms preceding man. Between the
animals which express themselves by gesture and cries,
and the first talker, came no emaciating skepticism, no
supernatural extortioner demanding half their food for
sacrifice.
They were able to make the most and best of
themselves; consequently it were no more miraculous
that the}' should develop themselves into man, if they
saw fit, than that man, unrestricted by dogma, working
freely, should change a wild briar into a rose."
At this moment the daughter of the chimpanzee ap-

minute

end for the progressives the cycle of
If
the cycle of the spoken word.

to

any

—

— to

mem-

those that confirmed each other, and so gain

You have

further note of expression,

out of

ory and freedom, the power to compare traditions, select

selves

in

what

is

ill-clothed, but for the

who were come

supposed

to

to

be their

most

show them-

own

church.

our whole animal constitution. Increased communication led to co-operation, followed by

This great church was specially guarded by over 3,000
policemen (called to protect the Lord Mayor and his

means, and so much liberation of
on the momentary needs.
These led on to the great transformation. This came
when these stored up experiences, preserving most those

wealthy friends against their humbler "brethren")
although it is actually dedicated to a man who worked
with his own hands for a living and taught his fellowIf Paul could have forseen
believers to do the same.

modifications

increased

of

comfort,

intelligence from concentration

a
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the time

when

erected in

name should be
mammon-worshiping center in

a cathedral bearing his

the greatest

showing

its evil

the world, and should be usually attended by

mammon's

individualism

whom

in his day
have been

society into

chief votaries and that the

poor to

gospel was preached,"

" the

should only

admitted to his temple on condition of 3,000 guardians
"law and order" looking after them, what, I wonder,

side

Necessary

dictions.

and developing

which the men of the future shall be as
men in Western Europe a thousand
years ago were incorporated into the mediaeval empire
and the mediaeval church.
fied

—

with a genuine human gospel!
life, and not

any sham

from

What

beyond the grave.

hell

an

men

to a pile of

mation of

wedge of

And

trine

to

God

classes

the usual time-honored platitudes as

intending that
in

society

;

how

there should be divisions and
rich as well

as

poor had their

how the rich were to remember the poor
and give them presents, and how celestial pearl and
gold was going to compensate for the absence of tertroubles, and

The

cash.

restrial

who

person

preacher was evidently

did really piUy the condition of

his hearers, but

I

justice

with heart of

When

the

is

plentiful

steel to fight

service

enough, but

down

social

is

revolutionary

human being

from

that inside St. Paul's.

I

followed

much as follows:
The Protestant churches

to

be the

final

word

it is

;

is

The

relationship.

true social doc-

in the truest,

a retrogade

in

it is

movement, and

movement

every

simply to

highest sense of that
it

really provides at

may

intellectual basis there

England.

To

his life.

social claims of

not to achieve "freedom,"

hour whatever

individualist
ity,

consum-

the entering

really

is

it

anarchy, leaving the cash-nexus as the

negate individuality

be for

As an outcome

of this great

germ

in Christian-

(contained in

but fully developed by the reformation and sub-

sequent events)

we

find the Protestant churches, partic-

ularly those of English-speaking countries, for in con-

Europe ordinary Protestantism does not count

a living force.

and having learned from one or two of the socialwhat they thought of their experiment, I
ist leaders
p oceeded to meditate on the complete failure of the
church to touch the vital issues of to-day, and I thought

progress;

which no individual can possibly develop

tinental

after,

provided he leaves his fellow-

supposed

be relieved of social pressure and the

Queen Anne in front of the cathedral,
a procession was formed and with flags flying and
bands playing, the unemployed marched to the embankment where a second discourse was preached of a very
different nature

idea of

the organic unity of society, in the absence of

leaders stacked their red flags round the poor old dilapi-

dated statue of

like,
is

human

only bond of

conservatism

the proud."

was over the

as he

human

many

we want

realizes their

Each unit quite distinct
Each unit is to be "free"

cannon-balls.

This

this

could not help thinking of Emerson's

words, " good nature

do exactly

units alone.

a kindly

of

individualists are satis-

It

and separate from the other.

meaning man, with no gospel worth having or worth
"The rich and the poor meet together; the
listening to.
Lord is the maker of them all" that was his text.

we had

And
so.

"freedom." Herbert Spencer and Auberon Herbert,
the English apostles of individualism, actually liken

to

then

be

should

that this

But alas,
opportunity for a WyclifFe or a Savonarola!
no inspired man filled St. Paul's pulpit; only a well-

—

mere

human

truly incorporated as

would he have said? What a theme the presence of
these unemployed might have furnished for a really
gospel of salvation from the real evils of

latent contra-

powerless to build up any great

is

of

inspired preacher

its

as a protest against tyranny,

;s

Now this Protestantism becomes evidently more and
more opposed every day to the new social ideal which
is felt, not only by revolutionists, but by nearly all of
the progressive spirits of our time.
That ideal is, I
think, a harmonious social order in which there shall be
equality of opportunity.
The cry of Browning in
"Paracelsus" will
"

Make

be the cry

of the social reformer:

no more giants, God, but elevate the race

at

very

once!"

of Christendom are all
by three radical defects. In the first place they
are the outcome of the individualist movement
f the
reformation which, having spent itself, is now well-nigh
exhausted. The individualism which in the reformation,
the Puritan revolution and the French revolution, was
necessary as a destructive agency to lie applied to the
old dungeon-house of feudalism, where men
were
stifled for want of thought and capacity for expansion,
which was essential foi purposes of discovery and inven-

dazzling eminence of a few powerful or gifted persons,

vitiated

<

tion, and,
to material

consequently, for the immense impetus given
production this individualism which we asso-

—

with such names as Luther, Cromwell, Voltaire
and Franklin, has discharged, in the main, its task, has
nearly exhausted its possibilities of good and is now

ciate

It

is

the general

elevation

that the great social forces will

How

of

now aim

all,

at

not

producing.

can ordinary Protestantism help in this work?

churches are devoted to setting forth aims wholly
ent.

the

The

Its

differ-

general mass of mankind are regarded by

it

as

from whom a remnant aregracious'y
to be selected by some mysterious process. Thus the ordi" children of wrath"

nary Protestant doctrine is fundamentally aristocractic,
denying practically the unity of mankind (the very corner-stone of the new ethics) and declaring a doctrine of
divine favoritism.
The man of the world who has
imbibed Protestantism on its material side, declares with
Fitzjames Stephen, its most brutal exponent, that this
world is made for hard practical people, who know
what they want and mean to get it. In other words he

—
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Darwinism

applies the entirely non-ethical principles of

— the struggle for existence and survival

of the fittest

new movement would,

the

as Emerson says, " descend
redeemer into nature " and make here a new earth
for a renovated humanity.
as a

to society.

On

Protestant

maintains a celestial favoritism, the palm-

hand the ordinary religious

the other
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branches and golden streets for the "elect" and the
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chains and red-hot furnaces for the masses of mankind.

FREE RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATION.

On

any ethical

can

neither basis

doctrine

social

BY

be

The

founded.
In the next place Protestantism

and

power.

to social

to-day

land

allied

is

to

wealth

In most of the churches in

neither

nor any of

Jesus

his

Eng-

disciples

(whose unreal images are painted on the windows)
would be shown into a pew, and the chances are that
they would be warned off the premises. These churches,
in not a few cases, exist for the purpose of providing
syrup to the well-to-do

liberal doses of soothing

whose

by the ragged

nice susceptibilities are outraged

Now

garments of the poor.

as

classes,

Jesus denounced the

whole as decent a
people as our millionaires, legislators, lawyers,

respectable classes of his day (on the
set of

etc.)

"serpents" and

as

and as

subjects for "damnation,"

fit

doubt that
less

ern

if

he were with us to-day

For

severe.

his spirit

To

Protestantism.

The)'

preached.

his

is

little

is

condemnation

little,

if

at

all,

not the spirit of mod-

poor the gospel

the

is

not

on the contrary, lectured by

are,

wealthy archbishops on their want of " thrift," and by
gluttonous aldermen, who drink champagne out of big
tumblers, on their " intemperance."

Thirdly.
liness,"

as

The church

his " children."

to treat his

own

God

If

child in the

way

what we

we

can

make

like, that

for

whom

much

now

than

less in

obliged to take up, at

need of organized

Thus

did in 1S67.

it

its

that

God

is

asserted

pretty
is

a

much

remedy,

they only half believe,

effort

the F. R. A. has been

annual meeting,

Tremont

in

Temple, Boston, May 26 and 27, the questions what it
is to do hereafter, and why it is to keep itself before the
world.

At

the opening business session, on

May

ing,

26,

Thursday even-

with the original president, O. B. Froth-

ingham, now vice-president, in the chair, a resolution
was presented by the president for the current year,
Wm.J. Potter, and adopted, to the effect that the executive committee shall make it their special work to correspond with their fellow-members on the question
whether a reconstruction is necessary, and shall report
thereon at the annual meeting in 18S8. This resolution
was read the next morning at the opening of the convention by Mr. Potter,

who

also presented a plan for

religion

therefore, the clergy of the church to seek in the sepulin

years, as to stand

which one should make

and that poverty and crime are no more " inevitable "
than was chattel slavery or mediasval serfdom. Leaving,
cher for the redeemer

party, to

for the spiritual dis-

human society
every wrong there
of

in order "to make a
promote the scientific study
of religious truth," and "to keep open the lines of
spiritual freedom."
This good work, though still necessary, has been so far accomplished during the last few

fellowship, not a

into

by the church to treat the majority of the human race
in this world (to say nothing of the lake of fire provided
in the next), I think we should all contend for the honor
This view of the world taken by the
of lynching him.
church may be right or wrong, but it is obvious that
nobody holding any such view can solve our social
problems. For if the church view is right then the
social problem is insoluble, and we must wait with as
much patience as we can command for the burning up
of such a disreputable planet.
And if the church view
is wrong, then the church stands condemned as incapable of dealing with the tremendous facts of modern life.
The new ethical movement, of course, regards the
church view as utterly false. It declares on the contrary that

the basis of free thought," and

enlarging the association

any human father were

The Open

was organized twenty years ago, "on

it

which obtains

social state

having been ordained by

cipline of

believes in "other-world-

still

and regards the bad

Court how

of vipers,"

there

would be

organized religion

of our

"a generation

as

HOLLAND.

M.

F.

president of this body has told in

special

subjects,

science, the third

another

study

four

allied

problems of

its

natural

take sociology, especially the diminu-

tion of vice, poverty, disease and crime, for

the fourth devote

groups, of

and philosophy

itself to

and

its field,

amelioration of Sunday laws,

taxation of churches, and other branches of State secularization.

and

all

as in

Each

section should

have

its

own

officers,

be represented in the general government as well

the annual meetings.

that this plan

is

Mr. Potter acknowledged

impracticable with the present limited

membership. For such work, many broad scholars,
eminent scientists and intelligent philanthropists must be
brought together; and if such gains cannot be made
under the present constitution, then perish the organiza-

Long live the idea, the real king!
The next speaker on Friday morning, Mr. A. W.

tion.

Stevens, invited by request of the executive committee,
advised the

association

not

to

call

itself

Religious;

because religion, as expounded and defined on

form,

ought

is

only a calm and cold philosophy.

to suit

its

The

its

plat-

F. R. A.

religion to people's wants, or drop

its

name. He had no interest in any being but man, and
no desire to solve any problems but those of this life. It
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is

these practical problems

which the F. R. A. ought

to

do so with success it should lay
less stress on freedom and more on respect for scientific
This essay was
thought, and for the rights of society.

make prominent, and

to

so interesting that I should be glad to see
especially as

it

stop at the exact end of his allotted half-hour, and, of

own accord,

his

leave a

number

of his carefully prepared

This sort of honesty

pages unread.

is

even

so rare,

in

was glad to see it repeated
Among the last
that afternoon by Captain Adams.
passages read by Mr. Stevens was one proving that the
anarchists condemned at Chicago were in reality usurRev. M. J. Savage then spoke of progress
pers.
gatherings, that

liberal

among
religion.

Unitarians,

well

as

W. M.

Mr.

I

as

Salter, speaking

of ethics, said he believed that

importance of

of the

when

all else

that the

world holds dear falls or becomes uncertain,
Religion so
confidence in duty may remain unshaken.
far as it has not been the outgrowth of the moral sentiment has been an expensive luxury to the race, and has
come nigh to being a curse. Yet the moral sentiment
as naturally blossoms into a religious faith as the buds
We cannot worship
of spring into leaf or flower.
Without moralnature or the sum of nature's powers.
ity and the infinite suggestions it makes, worship cannot
find an object, and the word adorable would have to
The moral sentiment gives
pass out of literature.
power. What ought to be, can be. The heart of the
world is sound and would we but give way to it, the
face of society would be as fair as is now the face of
nature. The moral sentiment breeds a great hope. Our
current doctrine of immortality has no moral fibre in it.
The only reason for supposing there is another life is in
Now no
case there are those who are worthy of it.
drivelling saint nor damnable sinner but imagines he
or she is going to live again and live forever.
There
never was such effrontery.
It

as
is

is

is

in

this

society,

tian morality

truth

was

in

such

an

association

What

is

by

is

M. D. Conway.
dogma of a speedy

according to Mr.

based on the

ium, and therefore
ism.

or

utterly impracticable.

wanted

scientific

is

So

is

Chrismillensocial-

an association to advance ethical

methods.

Professor Davidson,

who

not called upon until the session had proved too

harmony with

in

science,

topics, not

only

religions and no
spoke of the conthe best ever given by the F. R. A.,

platform for speakers of

ins: a free

religion; so did Col. Higginson,

vention and festival as

all

who

though he thought too much time had been spent on
definitions of religion, an

habit not likely, I fear,

old

some such name

to cease until

taken as that of Pro-

is

Adams.
on Sunday

gressive Association, proposed by Captain

The last gentleman,

in

speaking

at 3 p. M.,

amusements, said that those who say God wants to have
us keep Sunday, ought to prove that he makes the cows
give twice as much milk as usual Saturdays, and lets it
keep until Monday, as well as that he takes more
pleasure in a jangle of church bells than in a good concert.
Then Judge Putnam showed, in a speech which
called out much laughter and applause, that the Sunday
law is not enforced, for it does not really make our behavior different from what
in so far as

on that day, or

Wm.

would be without

it

it,

except

permits rascals to refuse to pay notes signed

it

for goods then purchased.

bills

God had

L. Garrison thought

Mr.

rather look at parks

of games than at gaudy churches, and that our
Sunday was kept much more for the benefit of the rich
than of the poor; and Rev. Charles Voysey, of London,
sent a letter pleading for more " opportunities of innocent pleasure and games" on Sunday as a preservation
from vice.
The festival was a great success, with its bright, cordial speeches, its tables lined with happy faces, its profull

fusion of wild flowers, and
a

to

journal

was

its

highly

A

number

large

sent to the convention

gratefully received by the audience,

extend the distribution as

committee,

pamphlet, with the
tells

the

how

West

official

this journal

as

generous

"We

this

to

by

its

some

editors,

and

whom

will

of

The

executive

be published

in

a

account of the oroceedings,

was founded by "a gentleman
in

is

of copies of this

Texas.

far as

their report soon

in

music, due

artistic

The Open Court

family where

always welcome.

members of

one of definite methods. The
F. R. A. is too much like a Free Communication Association, which should hold conventions year after year,
to talk up the general advantage of having more railroads, steamboats and telegraph lines, but should never
suggest any practical method of getting them. No

high

Both Captain Adams and Mrs. Cheney agreed essenwith Mr. Potter. Mr. Frothingham appeared
satisfied with what was done by the F. R. A. in supply-

and also say:

a statement of aims but

is

tially

new

what had been lacking was not

It

afternoon convention, but at the evening festival.

long for most of the reporters, while approving of the
plan, thought that

alive.

This subject also came up with other
at the

especially

proposed by Mr. Potter, that the star of Bethlehem

to re- appear,

drags and seems but half

not faith.

on the supremacy

religious

it

with a more definite aim, and

print,

all in

Mr. Stevens showed such unusual regard

rights of his neighbors on the platform as to

for the

wonder

time to re-organize with different and practical methods,

hand

he

as

is

liberal of

in

thought,"

cordially congratulate our fellow-

association on

the fact that so gener-

ously founded and promising a publication has arisen,
outside of the association, to

work

for similar objects to

we think it will be generally
The Open Court has thus far manifested

those of llic Index; and

agreed that

a purpose, character

alike to

its

and

ability,

founder and to

its

which make

it

editors."

too, rejoice

I,

an honor

THE OPEN COURT.
same

to see the

free jjlatform

which the F. R. A.

sets

for a day or two, once or twice a year, kept standing,

up

with

all its

round

height and breadth ami purity,

all

the year

The Open Court.

in

assumption of

depends; and

BY RICHARD

my

In
I

A.

or rather on the question of a future life, as viewed by
him, and also in a note on the argument from general
consent, which has ever been regarded by the unthink-

many

ing

man

—

on the

it

now

to

remark more

fully

argument from common consent,

with the subject of the immortality of

indi-

problem

may be

far a report

in probabilities to

trusted

when

determine

received from

it is

such and such persons, whose veracity

regarded as re-

is

vouched for, let us say, by A,
who tells truth five times in six, and by B who tells truth
seven times in eleven while it is contradicted by Y and

spectively so and so.

It is

;

Z,who

tell

the truth respectively only once in three times

and once in five times; what is the likelihood of its
truth, assuming its antecedent probability to be one in
ten?
I do not say that problems of this type are very
useful; for the

measures of veracity are not such as we
Such problems may be

recognize in the actual world.

compared

rigid rods, perfectly

uniform substances,

and the like: in one case which

faces,

(since

were

ones which are given in
where we read of perfectly

mechanical

to those

college examination papers,

was one of

I

frictionless sur-

can remember

I

the victims of the problem),

invited to deal with a

man whose

perfectly

we

smooth

was surmounted by a conical hat of infiBut such problems ma)' indicate true prinand in cases where we can form a fair general

spherical head
nite height!

ciples;

its

being right

when

a general

all

whom

a

community

is

invited to decide on

of a thousand persons,

and

some one ques-

us suppose that

let

the chance of each one giving the right decision
at

one

in ten.

it

When

all

may be

the results are col-

appears, let us say, that an

immense

majority agree in giving one answer, the rest giving
either a different

on the

them

ground

to decide.

answer or declining

would be

answer

to

at

all,

too difficult

for

that the question

is

Unquestionably

such

the opinion of most

persons

told that

among

vases, nine

—

—

Would

one infer that they must probably be white?
one not on the contrary
ever color they

A

may

mathematician,

feel absolutely certain that

any

at

what-

be, white they assuredly are not?
rate,

would

so conclude, for he

knows how overwhelming (practically infinite) are the
odds against more than about one-tenth of the drawn
balls being of the color which appears but once among
nounced
in the

as of

one color

If all

— and

were an-

the thousand

this,

according to believers

immortality of the soul, would correspond best

with the
question

all

but uniform opinion of

—the

mankind on

that

chance that that color would be further

announced to be white, would be one in a number represented by one followed by a thousand noughts.
If the
whole space within our sidereal universe were enlarged a
million fold, and so enlarged, were filled with minute
balls closely packed and so small that a million of
them would, together, not be discernible with the most
powerful microscope; and if among all these but one
were white, the chance of a white ball being drawn
from each one of

all

white

ball at

would be many
drawing that single

the thousand vases

millions of times less than that of

random from

that practical infinity of balls

of other colors.

Not

—

than this, and therefore infinite^'
be that a thousand persons would
independently agree in giving a right decision on a question where the probability of each concluding right
less unlikely

unlikely,

— would

it

question of real difficulty, such, for example, as that of

those several points are consid-

tion of considerable difficulty;

lected together,

were

drawn from a thousand such
hundred were of one color unnamed would

would be
this

a future

life.

And on this supremely
we are told, all

not a thousand, but,

Now, imagine

averaged

If one

white.

is

the thousand balls severally

concerned,

is

ered together.

each one of

draw-

as that of

way, the likelihood of

so far as each of several points of evidence
infer also, in

of a right decision

same

And be it remembered that
as one in ten.
chance of being right, though small in itself, is
great compared with the chance of being right on any

idea of the likelihood of a certain conclusion being right

we may

The chance

(on the average) the

ten balls in each vase.

life.

It is a familiar

how

propose

I

of the

futility

associating

vidual

prove that the soul of

as of itself sufficing to

immortal.

is

is

only of which
a Thinker,"

as

touched on the question of the immortality of the soul,

—

at a

ing one white ball from a vase containing ten balls, one

LIFE.

PROCTOR.

on " Herbert Spencer

was probably right. It is on an
government by majorities
first view it seems right enough.
But
sort that

this

are the actual facts?

each case

in

article

37

of a thousand folk

what

COMMON CONSENT AND THE FUTURE

2

in

(common

a

case as this,

consent again)

that the decision of the bulk of the

community

who have

millions

been

in

common

It is infinitely

question

the thousands of

ever thought earnestly about

agreement.

that their

difficult

more

it

have

unlikely, then,

opinion can be right than even that

from the thousand vases of our illustration the white
ball should in every case have been drawn.
In passing, I may mention that Friar Bacon was the
first, so far as I know, to point out the fallacy underlying the argument from common consent. " With all
our strength," he says (in his Opus Majus, A. D. 1267),
"

we must

prefer reason to custom, and the opinions of

the wise and good to the perceptions of the vulgar; and

we must

not use the triple argument,

— that

is

to say, this
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has been laid down, this
therefore

it is to

be

been common,

usual, this has

is

held

For the very opposite

by.

con-

it

during the childhood of races, and

to

it

is

still

much better follow from the premises. And
though the whole world be possessed by these causes of

cited here, because the doctrines that there

error, let us freely hear opinions contrary to established

God

usage."

and that he must have revealed

The

clusion does

It is essential to this

correct inferences from
in

argument

common

necessarily any great difficulty.

sun shines, and
sun

is

men

all

the sun

is

is fire,

common

fire," as

though not

agree that the

are right, for the shining of the
all

men

agreed

that

a matter of less simplicity

is

consent should have been looked on with sus-

picion, and, as a matter of fact,

sun, whatsoever he

may

be,

manner with hundreds

who

men

insomuch that he says " doubt that
he would say, doubt that you live and

move; but because

like

difficulty,

All

obvious; but in Shakespeare's time

that the sun

drawing of

consent, that the matter

some

question should involve

as to the

is

we know now
assuredly not

of matters

that the
fire.

In

which everyone

common

about them, where there has been any real

common

invariably been

For

it

is

opinion

difficulty," has

by no means necessary,

have

as I

said, that

great difficulty should be involved in a question to render

some circumstance
has been biased.

it

we must

but in such cases

decisive evidence of error;

recognize the existence of

or circumstances

It is practically

by which opinion

impossible that all the

members of a community of a thousand should arrive at
a correct conclusion on some question where the chance
for each deciding right was so great as nine in ten. If
all agreed we should have to recognize some bias
way or another, and to decide independently whether

they

one

that bias

was such

as to be

toward truth or toward

error.

will hardly be denied that the question of the pos-

It

man

sible

immortality of

The

often vaunted fact that even the most cautious

is

his will to

which common opinion has given

most decisive, and therefore
neous verdict.

As regards bias, there can be no doubt that, at the
when men think most of the question of a future
life, viz., when some beloved one has passed awa}', most
men desire to entertain the thought that the dead still
live in another form, though when they reason about
their hope (the few who are able to) they can picture no
time

form

of future

life in

ones to be renewed.

supposing that bias

in

which they could wish their loved
There is certainly no reason for
this case would be toward truth

rather than toward error.

When

the most earnest believers in a future

their reasons for the faith that

more strongly

is

one of considerable

difficulty.

men

is

an instant by average minds.

not one to be
If,

then,

it is

true that average minds have, with scarcely an exceptionin

we must

favor of the doctrine of the soul's immor,
infer at least a

very high degree of prob-

ability against the doctrine,

if

the doctrine

Unless, indeed,

not absolute certainty that

we can recognize direct evidence in favor of the doctrine, or some
reason to believe that opinions would be biased, and in
the direction of the truth.
is

erroneous.

But we know

that the only evidence

doctrine has ever been based

is

we

life

give

feel still

men to the truth. I have before me
sermon by the Rev. Mr. Brooks, Doctor of Divinity,
in Boston, in which he speaks of a man immediately
" That man is dead," he says; " what is it
after death.
that has come?
A minute ago I was talking with him,
he was speaking to me of the loves and dreams and
imaginings with which I have been familiar, as I have
known him these forty years. Now that is stopped.
Shall I believe that an end has come to that vitality?
The spiritual life is in the powers of the soul, not in the
accident which linked them in association with this body
in which the physical change has taken place.
Shall I
believe that they have ceased because it has ceased to be
their minister?"
To which he answers: "No, because
what has passed away is merely the bodily life, not the
inner life with its thoughts and emotions."
He does not
thoughts or feeling emotions is not

pronounced

them,

a

deem

tality,

in

that such fanciful reasoning cannot be

lutely impossible, proves that the matter
in

its

almost certainly erro-

its

of science will not pronounce immortality to be abso-

decided

must be a
man,
man, belong

of such a nature as to take personal interest in

expected to guide

error.

universal consent respecting

evidence of revelation can, of course, not be

to those respecting

possesses the ordinary senses seems able to deal

with, so simple do they appear; yet the

attributed

by children and persons of weak mind.

on which the
that derived from dreams

about the dead, which were regarded, very naturally, as
indicating the continued existence of the departed in
some shadowy or spiritual form.
know now that
this evidence has no such meaning as was attributed to

We

it

necessary to

show

that the

power

of conceiving

as essentially a quality

which has been destroyed by death, as the power
making fine cloth is a quality of a weaving-machine,
and presumably brought to an end by death as the weaving powers of the machine by its destruction. What he
says of the man might equally be said, and with about
" A minute ago that
as much reason, of the machine.
machine was weaving beautiful cloth, now it has
of that
of

done

its

last

work, and

applied to other uses.

all

Shall

its

I

of working charming patterns
time since are gone because

parts will presently be

believe that the
it

powers

possessed so short a

its mere material structure
Never; for only the merest accident linked those powers with the machinery!" No
answer is needed to one argument any more than to the
other.
The destroyed machine lives no longer as a
is

to

be destroyed

?

—
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mechanism; it can never more produce the delicharming patterns which it pro'duced

piece of

cate textures or the

when

it

existed as a machine. It will live only in

and indirect.

ucts, direct

And

manner,

in like

reasonable to believe (though none can say

it

its

prod-

seems
has been
it

proved) the dead exist no longer as beings capable of

They

feeling or expressing emotions.

live

only

in their

—

work, in the influences, direct and indirect, which they
have produced on those around them during life, or on
those who are to come hereafter.
This, at any rate,
setting aside the rejected evidence of dreams and visions,
and the more than doubtful evidence of revelation,
so-called, which is full of errors in less difficult matters,
is the conclusion
to which reasoning points as the
most probable. Seeing that common consent points to

—

the contrary doctrine,

we may

sav that the true argu-

ment from common consent proves, almost
stration, that the doctrine

common

of the

bound

demon-

to

of the soul's immortality

is

one

which common consent

errors into

is

to fall.

THE MODERN SKEPTIC.
BY JOHN BURROUGHS.
Part

A
tic

a " malcontent," not only in religion,

"He

but in politics and in society.

the personification

is

of the ancient belief regarding the souls of the unburied
dead," that

is,

disconsolate.

he goes wandering about homeless and
But few honest skeptics, I imagine, will

The

see themselves in this portrait.

of to-day are a very large

class,

and they are by no means the
they

are

among

here described.

religious skeptics

larger than ever before,

restless

On

and unhappy

the contrary

set

they are

the most hopeful, intelligent, patriotic, upright

and wisely conservative of our

men

and

in

larger

the

continent,

Great Britain, and a
are

Let us see;
country

citizens.

probably four-fifths of the literary
still

what would be

in this

per cent,

called

on

skeptics; a

The lawyer

that of the medical practitioner.

falls

into

personal and exclusive views; he makes the cause of his

own; and his who'.e training is to beget a
mind quite the opposite of the scientific. The
physicians were the first to discredit witchcraft and to

client

his

habit of

write against

it,

but the lawyers cherished and defended

The

the belief nearly as long as did the clergy.
ism, too,

which has invaded

in certain

such a repulsive feature
Calvinism,

that of

is

work

the

legal-

which

Christianity, and

is

of the creeds, especially

of the attorney habit of

mind.

The

writer referred to

that " faith
ment-."'

correct,

however,

is

among

skepticism

less

in

saying

active tempera-

the farmers

may
among

the laboring classes generally, except

be here and there in large
the

is

a living force mostly in

There

among

and

is

women.

Women

cities,

and very

little

are slow to reason, but quick

to

and to believe, and they cannot face the chill of the
great cosmic out of doors without being clad in some
The mass of the people are indifferent
tangible faith.
They are undoubtedly drifting
rather than skeptical.
away from the creeds of their fathers, but they have not
feel

yet entirely lost sight of them.

I.

recent writer upon skepticism describes the skep-

as generally
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"

The

various

modes

of

worship which prevailed in the Roman world," says
Gibbon, " were all considered by the people as equally
true; by the philosopher as equally false, and by the
This is probably very
magistrate as equally useful."

much

the case amid

all

nations, at

all

times.

Men

of large action, too, generals, statesmen, sea
captains, explorers, usually share the religion of their
Frederick the Great is perhaps the
contemporaries.

A

popular religion
most notable exception to this rule.
in concrete
is always definite and practical, clothes itself
The
forms, and appeals to the active temperament.

man

of action hss

time for reflection, to return

little

upon himself and entertain
Faith

is

an earlier and,

in

intellectual

many ways,

propositions.

a healthier act of
to

action,

large proportion of journalists and editors are skeptics;

mind than reason, because faith leads
while reason makes us hesitate and put oft"

half the lawyers, more than half the doctors, a large
per cent, of the teachers, a large per cent, of the business men, almost all the scientific men, and a great

has always had trouble with philosophers
and physicians, with men who wanted to know the
reason of things and trace the connection of cause and

many orthodox clergymen,
real convictions,

cism

or

if

would confess

religious

unbelief.

they were to avow their
to some shade of skepti-

They

find

the

creeds in

which they were nurtured no longer credible. Indeed,
there are but few great names in literature, in science or
philosophy for a hundred years, that could not be conskepticism
victed of some shade of religious skepticism

—

about the miracles, the sacraments, vicarious atonement,
original sin, or some other dogma.
The lawyers are probably less inclined to skepticism
than the doctors, because the legal mind Ls closer akin
to the theological mind it has chiefly to do with arbi;

and artificial questions and distinctions, and is
brought less under the influence of natural causes than

trary

the

a decision.

The church

effect.

the

There was

sophists

little

skepticism in Greece until after

appeared, the

critics,

directed a free play of thought

upon

men
all

of

ideas,

who

objects and sub-

type of mind which begat the philosophers of
Athens, but not the great poets and artists. They came
earlier, when there was more faith and less reason in

jects, a

Greece.
In fact, the great days of Greece "Were not when its
head was the clearest, but when its patriotism and re-

were the most fervent. As the heart cools the
head clears. Those great emotional uprisings, those
religious enthusiasms, which come in time to all nations,

ligion

are not days of right reason, nor of correct science,

still
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they are the periods of history

we

like best

dwell

to

It is

always easier

it is

thought that doubt begins.
sary that one

not

till

Our minds

of
to

Belief

is

so vital and neces-

The opposite

deny.

would say the tendency was made strong

the perpetual risk of extra belief and superstition

;

it

were better to bel'eve too much than not enough.
Hence mankind have always believed too much, as if to

To believe

sure that the anchor hold.

mind from

to free his

cant and from

all

just

enough,

is

some

a foolish and misdirected enthusi-

man who

could

sift

evidence and detect fraud, and yet the spell of his times

regard to witchcraft was upon him, and he could not

The mind

it.

such cases, but

reasons in

reasons inside of a magical circle, the bounds of
it

cannot pass, cannot

Most

see.

it

which

of us reason inside of

when we reason at all, with reference to our
religion; we are under its spell, its illusion.
What a

a circle,

the mind of Christendom

spell

reference to miracles

magic

circle.

spell.

What

in the third

and

in

The

— could

has been under with

not get or see beyond the

Catholic mind

this

and fourth centuries with reference to magic,
with

later times

reference to

alchemy and demoniac possessions!

how

under

still

is

mind of the world was under

a spell the

faith or belief tends

If I believed in ghosts

People always have.

I

astrology,

The

perpetually to

and

The

and

more

the

more

to

you than

—

his

is

in

spiritism

The

prayers are answered;

more sure the answer.
makes us

which we are

just

now

hear-

have their root in this principle, as do also the power
of charms, amulets, symbols, etc.
Curses, anathemas,
tend to fulfill themselves when the imagination is impressed by them.
Think what power for mischief must
have resided in the curses of the church when men's
ing,

minds were under the theological
tion

made man an

spell;

excommunica-

outcast in the universe.

faith kills

often worth

his medicines; a soldier's faith in

The

The

things

his

skeptic sees the benefits of a strong, active faith,

toward which

irrespective of the object

Faith in one's self and

always half the

mind of the

Can

battle.

it

is

directed.

the justice of one's cause

in

is

there be any doubt in the

disinterested observer that the influence of

such a man, say, as Mr. Moody,

is

the influence of such an orator as

more beneficial than
Mr. Ingersoll ? Mr.

Ingersoll appeals to reason and to

the victory seems easily on his side.

common sense, and
He espouses the

cause of the world against the church and the priests; and

while the church and the priests
It

fitted.

is

what we

it is

and

easily.

all

down-hill

like to hear
It

and

we go

up-hill

all

is

man

no

suffer,

work with

is

bene-

the witty orator;

with him

1

aturally

work with Mr. Moody;

he rebukes pride and sensuality; he calls the worldling
to a higher life; he seeks to awaken aspirations toward
a higher
acter, the

growth of charway, who perdo what we don't want to do, what our

and nobler good, and

man who

suades us to

in the

leads us the difficult

our doing,

itself.

of itself a blessing and

Faith-cures, of

is

fulfill

are already convinced.

sincere the belief the

Sincerity of belief
stronger.

who

Thus

pride and ease and self-indulgence stand in the

evidences of the popular religion are evi-

believes in prayer

that he refuses

general doubles or trebbles his force.

is

man

a better

than he

who

way

of

takes us with

the current of our natural desires and tendencies. Greater
things are possible, nobler and

Mr. Moody's point

so long thundered

man who

omen

Faith in your physician

faith cures.

usually

so frightened and so over-

is

his faith in the evil

credulous age miracles happen, but never in a scientific

dences only to those

native

natives

will surely

skeptic sees

should doubtless see ghosts.

Those who believe

The

die shortly after, and, as a matter of fact, this

from

The

seldom seen, a

it.

have a fixed belief that whoever sees the bird

have wonderful things to relate; but to a cool, unbiased
person not one scrap of evidence is forthcoming.
In a
one.

This bird makes
is

it

food, goes into a decline and soon dies.

asm this uprising seems to us, whose minds are under
some other spell, say the scientific spell. What a spell the
same mind was under for centuries with reference to
witchcraft, even such a man as Sir Matthew Hale believing in it and defending; it.
Here was an astute legal

escape

as

dread superstition has gathered about

powered by

Men's minds are nearly always under
kind. What a spell the mind of Europe was under during

mind, and an incorruptible judge, a

related with regard to

is

by night, and

a doleful wailing

the aim of

a spell of

What

or faitli-kill,

effect,

a bird in Ceylon, called the devil-bird.

proves true.

the philosopher or of the true skeptic.

the Crusades!

—

and

all illusion,

see things just as in themselves they are,

in

fear,

the things

the second or third

to believe than to

are naturally affirmative;

make

no matter how imaginary, stamp our lives.
we love the same is true. Plutarch tells
a certain bird which the ancients used to look upon
cure jaundice this was an early form of faith-cure.

we
Of

upon.

at
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Ingersoll's.

lief
it

is

It

is

not

for

into

of

more

disinterested lives,

view

than

nothing that

from

Mr.

we have had

our ears the benefits of be-

and the dangers of skepticism and doubt. And
not because the things we have been asked to

believe are in themselves true, but because the very act
of

belief

is

in

itself

wholesome and

sets the current

going, while doubt paralyzes and leads to stagnation.

But how

shall

we

believe a thing unless

we know

it

to

But man in all ages
has been the victim of delusions, and the gain to him
has been that they have kept him going; that they have
The great periods
kept him working and striving.
in history have been periods of strong faith, of serious
Yet I
affirmation, not of denial, nor yet of reason.

be true?

Ah,

would not say

there

is

the rub!

that faith alone has ever

made

a

people
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frequently the parent of great deeds than reason or de-

The study is divided into clinical and pathological,
and requires the co-operation of trained minds. One
set of observers records (roughly speaking) all that
the insane person does, and the course of his malady.

From the point of view of the
There can be no strong feeling of

structures of those

Spain, as a nation, probably

or an individual great.

much

has as

how

ever, and yet

as

faith

But

from the three hundred years ago.
nial.

a certain

phy

of

faith

more

is

nation, faith

is

best.

nationality without

Athens no doubt weakened the feeling of nationthe faith in the nation's gods; they

had reference to universal ends.
and

A

proud, intense, ex-

Hellenes, had a kind of faith in

clusive nation like the
itself

she fallen

narrowness and unreasonableness. The philoso-

They weakened

ality.

is

and destiny, which, however

in its privileges

Another carefully examines the healthy and diseased

who

die insane;

still

others scrutinize

the bodily condition of the living patient as to his eye

and other senses; search is made for any
impairment of motility, and through what can be
gained from friends, and sometimes the patient himself,

sight, hearing

The

obvious diseases.

less

ancestry of each case

is

care-

an active part in

fully investigated, for heredity plays

conducive to the growth and strength of the nation, could

mental decrepitude.

not stand the light of reason and universal knowledge.

Acting under the advice of these observers the
attending physician prescribes, and adds his portion to
The completed histories are
the written statements.

PSYCHIATRY, OR PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE.
BY

Part

II.

In institutions where the care of patients

profited

how

to restraint

not the

is

where the management has not

by the experience of those

cally studied

had

or

object

principal

who

have

scientifi-

to obtain the best results, resort

is still

apparatus and mistaken means of reduc-

ing refractory cases to obedience.

Among

these

may

be named the " crib," bedstrap, fingerless gloves, handless

sleeve=, muffs, belts,

soles,

manacles, chains, sacks, cami-

buckled straps, leathern masks, pear-shaped frames

and gags, wicker baskets, suspended boxes, the restraint
chair, the dark chamber, padded room, the rotary machine, the suspended seat, the hanging mat, the hollow
wheel, the swing, the douche and the surprise bath.

abandonment of the
and the substitution for them of more

Scientific inquiry has led to the

majority of these,

intelligent attendance.

Some asylums

of absolute non-restraint

while
all

it

is

better

by

may

not be

judicious in

far than to allow resort to

be had to the mildest restraint instruments, except under
the personal supervision of the good asylum physician.
It has, also,

been proven

that faithful medical atten-

during the day time not only prevents
the hideous disorder and noises associated with the
name of Bedlam, but insures sleep to the turbulent, and
tion to patients

otherwise sleepless, far better than routine drugging at
night to quiet, for the nonce, the shrieking maniac.
It

would require more time than we

review the development of the modern
in

its

in the

working

details,

but

can spare to

scientific

we may sum up

asylum

the results

statement that the patient has therein the best

chance for his restoration to reason, and under

cumstances

is

all

cir-

ensured kind treatment.

Avoiding the dry details of the evolution of scientific methods of research into nervous and mental diseases,
a survey of what is being attempted in such fields
might be interesting:

studied

covered in the domain

whatever
years

of

attention

the

arrest

his

every

might

bias

observations

pathology, should

of mental

psychological

During the

be.

has been ascertained by

it

recorded

that

student
last

fifty

simple inspection

of

certain delusions, illusions

accompany certain well-defined
diseases, but before describing a few of these it is best to
or sense aberrations are.
define what these mental
Spitzka's terse phraseology is worth quoting:
An insane delusion is " a faulty idea growing out of
a weakening or perversion of the logical apparatus."
and

hallucinations

Delusions are divisible into systematized or specific and

unsystematized or general.

"An

adopt the extreme

by appliances of any kind, and

ultra-abandonment

this

cases,

by all these physicians with
especial reference to whatever revelations each student
may obtain. The fact that by this inductive process
numerous otherwise unattainable truths have been disgrouped and

CLEVEN'GER, M.D.

V.

S.

hallucination

is

the perception of an object as a

presence without a real presence to justify the perception."
In other words, the hallucinated person sees,
real

feels, hears, tastes or

"An

illusion

is

smells unrealities.

the perception of an object actually

which that object does not
between the hallucinathat the former is wholly with-

present, but in characters
really possess."

tion

and the

out apparent

The

illusion
basis,

difference

is

and the

illusion

is

perverted percep-

tion.

A

side

much

in scientific

the average reader.

The real
so much

comment may account

papers that

dissatisfies

physiological psychologist has

for

waded through

and has acquired justifiably positive convictions upon
many subjects through his untiring zeal, that he becomes
incomprehensible in his ways of thinking to even those

whom

he would willingly

instruct.

Step by step he
when he

has reached what to him are aphorisms, and

presents the bare results without the qualifications that

would be taken for granted by a co-delver the sciolist
dissents from his conclusions as mere dicta, or worse
than that, readily assents with "any fool knows that."
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Comically enough many of the most laborious

scientific

Melancholic conditions are most frequently asso-

some popular

ciated with quantitative or qualitative blood deficiencies;

estimate of facts, though the thinker has painstakingly

maniacal states, per contra, with the other extreme
f
superabundancy of blood in the head, and yet marked
exceptions to these rules occur which the alienist looks

explorations have

resulted in justifying

determined the truth, where the average individual has
accepted
his

through

it

own

when

when the temperate, econombusiness man becomes boisterous,

immoral and a spendthrift, and claims to be
practically worth millions, or when the theologically
biased individual asserts himself as the Almighty, or the
convivial,

student arrogates to himself outrageous mental superiority

—

of

all

which the French

alienists

generically

grandeurs^ the probability is in favor
of a diagnosis of -paretic dementia, which may be or
may not be associated with a blunted touch sense and
class as dclire des

motility such

defective

a

as

staggering

gait.

It

has

physicians to be convinced that the physical

startled

conditions, the changes that occur in the brain in this
if not better understood, by
than those that take place in pneumonia.

disease are fully as well,
alienists

Even the politician doctor, at the head of the average American asylum, will glibly tell you that unequally
drawling speech and delusions

dilated pupils, a peculiar

of grandeur evidence paretic dementia, and

duration

is

mental deterioiation

usually

three

\

before

ears

that

the

A

sudden occurrence of idea confusion, or a similar

and

as stuporous insanities

the return of mentality
flesh

dementia

Senile

which may reach

is

ignorant of the fact

that certain invariable mechanical causes precede such

phenomena.
He does not know, nor does he care
to know, that the convulsions had been preceded by a
plugging of the minute vessels of the brain, and that
the maniacal outbreaks

were accompanied with,

if

they

did not depend upon, an arrest of the blood circulation.

Thus

it

has been determined that certain peculiar

mental conditions point to gout, rheumatism or syphilis,
as causes; and these are the most curable of all the
psychoses.

When
lation,

imagines that

friends desire to poison him,

and has delusions of marital

infidelity

it

is

in the

great

majority of cases alcoholic insanity.

Religious ecstasy

is

and when such a patient kneels pleadingly to the
he be well-informed, he will know that such
lunatic is one of the most treacherous and murderous
he may meet.
Insanity apparently depending
as

(known

patient,

ing to

who

upon lung consump-

as phthisical

insanity) is often diagnosed
peculiar suspiciousness of the
usually declares that his relatives are try-

such through

the

from or to murder him. Similar delusions
may follow neck wounds and sunstroke.
steal

characterized

is

by penuriousness

They

are especially susceptible

of their affection in their healthy periods.

Memories
is

usually

(as

Ch. Ribot prefers

memory)

called

acquired; for example,

in

fade

to designate

away

age,

old

and

what

inversely
its

as

insanity,

olden events are recalled with readiness, while recent
events are frequently obliterated from the mind.
In some head

monly

injuries

and nervous derangements,

where there is an imperfect circulation in
special memories may be lost, and most com-

common

for proper nouns, then

nouns, verbs,

adjectives are next in order liable to be forgotten, while

expletives are usually recalled and pronounced as readily

and more frequently than before.
Certain definite parts of the brain are
tralize certain functions, not

way

but in a

in the

that enables the

known

to cen-

phrenological sense,

modern surgeon, under

the direction of the physician versed in this localization,
to cut

down upon

certain regions of the brain to

remove

organic troubles even where there were ho external evi-

Thus

difficulty.

the speech faculty, visual

memory occupy

memory, and auditory

defined portions of the brain, and

when

these places are diseased, the ability to speak, or to read,

jointly lost, "while sight

may

be separately or con-

and hearing, as senses, are unim-

paired.

official, if

tion

in

degree that will cause millionaires

or to understand language

usually associated with erotism,

accompanied by increase

undue influence in the matter of property disposition,
though very suspicious of those who were the subjects

undertaken a peculiar self-muti-

his

is

to

dences of the
a patient has

a

to starve themselves.

the brain,

political doctor

as recover-

favorable.

it is

convulsions that interlude the disease.

same

as confusional

When any patient recovers weight without mental
improvement, the prognosis is unfavorable, but where

particularly

that

known

can be predicted

able in most cases.

usually occurs during one of the maniacal outbreaks or

But

peculiar

caused by a fatty degeneration of

invasion of excessive stupidity,

which

death,

is

the brain arteries.

example,

moral, cautious

A

chemical physiologist to explain.

the

to

means mentioned,

an almost complete inversion of character

takes place; for
ical,

because consonant with

has been ascertained, by the

It

that

tradition, or

limited experience.

<

These are but
the

alienist's

method

a

very small portion of the results of

studies.

of studying

man

Huxley

illustrates

the

proper

objectively, as a vertebrate,

by

asking you to imagine the student as a superior sort of
creature

who

who

has visited the earth from the moon, and

homo among other genera,

dissects and experiments with him, as he does the other animals, and being
free from bias arrives at certain conclusions regarding

finds
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mechanism.

his

The

psychological physiologist with

may be compared with the elecfrom some other planet who studies out

the aid of microscopy
trical

engineer

the subterranean and

telegraph, telephone and

aerial

lighting lines he finds in a

mundane

city, to

determine

and uses. The higher animals,
including man, haye an innumerable lot of nerve connections running just as definitely and symmetrically
their connections, centers

between bodily

points,

and subserving

as diverse func-

tions as the fingers or the facial features are definite

have

and

He

Morel's dictum that "the brain
but not always the seat of

while the brain

is

its

is

the seat of insanity,

cause,"

is

the collecting and dis-

tributing point for messages need not be the location of
a difficulty that

may be

may

shut off

its

The branching

work.

destroyed by storms, or the chief industries

When

of function

is

purely relative,

just as

in

sociological

he

may

under-

— the long process of

— he does not com-

would burst upon him. Experience,
him in the long spiritual evolution of as-

the nations

problem

knew

but a small portion of the

some undiscovered clime to solve
them, therefore they wandered from

for

place to place.
there

Until after the discovery of the

was

New

a broadspread expectation of finding

in nature's material conditions the new paradise, endowed with fountains of perpetual youth. But through
many different channels experience impressed the truth

childish

the co-dependence of bodily organs and that superiority

if

heart and

earth, they expected

upon man

physiological psychologist latterly recognizes

be opened

liozv

similation and application in uses.

grams cannot receive or transmit what

not sent there.

But

gods, perfection

of a metropolis having ceased, the main office for teleis

exists

is a proper
and legitimate satisfaction for all his longings, and so
he imagines if he could but dine at the table of the

World

as

pabulum

Nature teaches him that there

prehend.

The

The

the portals.

at

experience and gradual development

this

central telegraph office

intellectual

standing are destined to be upbuilt

based upon the

the organ of the mind, the

and
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for the support of these higher cravings.

feels sure that the doors will

only knock

end and aim of both brain and mind is to correlate
bodily functions and serve the purposes of the body.

lines

that spiritual

alone, schools

uses.

fact that

him
somewhere
teaches

2

that his entire nature cannot be put off with

been teaching

now

but

with

all

Indeed, experience

playthings.

it

this

has always

truth, in a greater or smaller

has been tested

on a most gigantic

way;
scale,

the resources of the world at hand, and failure

— failure

matters the harmonious working of the whole depends

has resulted

upon each part doing

Therefore, because earth does not, of itself and alone,
fulfil the higher needs of humanity, a conception has

its

duty.

In the preceding, an attempt has been

made

to con-

vey some idea of the enormous work that is being done
toward the mitigation of insanity and to obtain knowledge of the mental processes in health and disease. Of
course, in this paper hut a feeble idea has been imparted
of the actual operations of the well-equipped, thoroughly
scientific insane
in

asylum.

Nothing short

of a residence

both could acquaint one with the astounding

differ-

ences that exist between the ordinary political asylum

and the
insane,
side,

many well-managed European hospitals for the
such as the West Riding, England; Morning-

Scotland;

Dublin,

Norway

Ireland;

Charenton, France;

Denmark; Stockholm,
Gratz,
Munich,
and
Wurzburg,
Germany.
Sweden;

Christiania,

Roeskild,

;

with pride that the Eastern
Hospital for the Insane at Kankakee, by alien-

Illinoisians will learn
Illinois
ists

the world over,

is

deservedly classed with the

insti-

tutions mentioned.

R.

KIMBALL.

Humanity has ever been burdened with
perplexed with doubts; but as constantly

cares and

in-

mankind

has resided a vague intuition, that, near at hand,
satisfaction of

be pronounced.

all its

lies

the

wants, could only the open sesame

When man

first

discovers in himself

the thirst of the soul and hunger of the intellect, nature

and speedy

less prevailed that these

Thus

as ever before.

wants cannot be

satis-

two points between which
man commonly chooses. He may deny the good in the
sensible, and look to a transmundane existence alone
to fulfill life, or he may turn to the actual, in a newer
and higher sense, to find his heaven there. These are
fied

on earth.

arise the

the debating grounds of to-day, and although compre-

hensive thought will unqualifiedly deny neither, yet

can but see that one

is

the land

the other the wrestling-place

thought

may

where pygmies
of

the

giants.

this for the great

Christianity;

it

does not

immortality

feel itself

it

struggle,

Mature

not doubt post-mortem existence, but

cannot accept

it

— the goal of

asked to believe that

by any sudden magic, is ignorance to be turned into
wisdom and folly into happiness; moreover, it holds
that Christianity bids us live and work in the moment.
Faith, to it, means no visionary forelooking, but an
actual trust and belief in the all good of the present.
Nevertheless,

PRESENT AIMS.
BY ARTHUR

more or

as swift

it

looks to a broad future of progress and

the onward march of humanity, and the individual, it
conceives, must proceed by various states and conditions.
And this is what characterizes our present age; this is

from practice, and separate
from the current theoretic immortality and to embody
such immortal life, it is evident that every element of
both the stnsible
the broad universe must be preserved

the immortality as derived

;

—

and

spiritual,

and that which

shall

bind them together.

;
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On these principles does modern activity proceed.
has in view the temple of progress, approached not
by one way alone, but by paths centering to it from
It

every direction.
Science and poetry have found, at length, the beauty
of the commonplace. Men have more than intellectually
conceived this they have begun to live it.

—

The universal is the aim of science, but science now
believes that this can be found in the particulars alone.
Bitter experience becomes robed in the garb of poetry
recognize this truth for things must first be
learned in their special relation of contrast and relativity,
So duty
in order to be known as general and absolute.

when we

;

and pain must

the actuating causes of relative

exist as

And

experience; love, of the absolute.

in

our lives

COURT.

both kinds of experience are parallel, and so duty and
love run along together in heart and mind, and lend

each other strength.

Thus

in

our

own

which

shall

human

it

well

is

its

uses

in

and

dawn upon

resultant

new

the lighter for us could

With dark admixture
Frail finite love

And

cannot comprehend

The depth and dimness

Friends

matter

if it

we know

Almost

we shadow

blooms and sweets,

varying and short-sighted,

is

finite pity

What

lives all

as those

of a soul's endeavors,

they

who know

human

fail

to read us

us not at

all

passions fret us;

Sometimes maliciously, but oftener

far

In heedless vacant ignorance, not knowing
Where thorns are mangling, nor if thorns there are.

O,

In

soldier soul!

No

rest

Winning

from

and

Thy powers

are thine alone for fullest use.

essay to aid,

Hate

to destroy thee,

thou must fight in solitary strength

Each hour, each moment, even

Where

days and hours

grow

to that

ending

lies

will

in

discovering and

striking each separate note and chord of experience, until

the

out of

Grand Master comes to make harmony
the works of our weary fingers.

for us

UP.

Low
The
The

hang cold and gray,

in the vale the mists

sparkling, winding river lost to view,

trees, the oaks and maples that I knew
Shrouded in film of darkness all the day
Vapors and clouds alone before my eyes,

Where,

at the

mountain's base, the hamlet

But up, far up, where

lies.

peak on peak,

rises

Where tower

Franconia's stately summits high,

from Heaven shows

to those

who

seek

Transfiguring the rugged mountain's height,

Crowning

Down

its

in the

purpled shades with sunset
dusty street

I

light.

hear the sound

Of discord, and the tread of tired feet,
Weary and fevered with the pavement's heat,
And all the restless toil that make's life's round
Like monochrome the outlook, stone on stone,
Vista unvaried, greets the eye alone.

But up from window high, a world I know
Of budding elms and swaying branches green,

And

myriad interlacing boughs between

Fair openings that the blue of Heaven show:

No

sound save chirp and song of happy

And winged

fluttering aloft

bird,

heard.

is

infinite in length.

But in the lulls we dream of golden ages,
Holy transparencies of peace and rest,
When Time, which must eventually be tender
Shall take the ice-n.asks off from face and breast.
Unlanguaged, unexplained but comprehended
Who, then, will care to utter plaint or moan,
Feelinsr the long deep loneliness is broken?
All this

Then

as distinct

unmixed happiness

a not

find

life,

unceasing battle

no discharge, no truce!

or fainting, failing or exulting

Love may
Still

life's

action,

new developments.

and different from
the old as starlight from the world of sunbeams.
This
for our future; but in our present, we still work on,
us a

A glow

And yet we blame not knowing all too truly
Souls dwell in unapproachable enthrall.
Intangibly do

experience

of experience

In solemn grandeur stretching to the sky,

censure or defend!

best, alas,

life

interior experiences is

struggles and our sad defeats

Our wearing

Were none

in the blind

of attaining, and open to clear vision a

BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

soul in

our unsuspected sorrows,

;

human force at work — workmovement of organization

DOWN AND

the most awful fact of this human life. Alone we enter the earth, and alone
we depart from it. So much of our living as is known to eye and ear, our kin,
our lovers, our fellow-men possess; but it is not much."

And

is

final

conclude the struggle

EGOITY.
absolute loneliness of each

age

ing and waiting for the

BY EMMA Tl'TTLE.
"The

;:

:

past the tabulated stone.

darkened room,

Once,

in a

From

mullioneu

in

dusk of day,

window came

a

beam

of light

Falling alone on marble statue white,

Bathing its noble face in sunset ray.
In golden glory on the shaded room
Serene it shone above the twilight gloom,
Like soul that knows the troubled scenes below,

But dwells

aloft in

Heaven's

celestial

glow!
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and her petite mother explained, grew red in the
with hurt pride and as the conductor passed on,
exclaimed vehemently, " Mamma I never will ride on
the cars ao-ain unless you buy me a whole ticket, for I'm

men now dead who living performed well their duty
and society; until rich men who have per-

ticket

of

face

to State

as

big as you are and I ought to pay full fare!
Every day nearly the newspapers bear record of the

men chosen by their
wisdom, dignity and
conscientiousness of the people who thus honor them,
avarice of

mean

men

in

high places,

fellows as the representatives of the

but

for a contemptible addition to their already suf-

who

means, allow themselves to become engaged in
questionable transactions and sell to the highest bidder
And so used
their influence, integrity and self-respect.
ficient

we become

have

sort of thing that

to this

become

sense of right has

in

a

manner

the public

blunted, and

even when outraged justice gets hold of some more daring offender, he is not looked upon with the horror he
would be could the far-reaching extent and result of his
wrong doing in its poisonous workings upon social morality

be fully appreciated.

In our municipalities things are no better

Here

worse.

is

a

specimen of editorial
in the newspapers of Eastern

We

presume

that the festive

mon councilman who

own

private business or pleasure, and has

no law authorizing such expenditures. The custom has
grown up from small beginnings, but the aldermen and common
councilmen have no more right to regale themselves and their
friends at the public expense than they have to steal the money of

It is

ings,"

it

sometimes said

private

has been paid into the city treasury.
in

wage

is

not given to those

not need and have not earned

it.

s.

a. u.

SECOND ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION.

alderman or the bibulous com-

is

the taxpayers before or after

equivalent, and labor's

who do

Although the American Economic Association

the expense charged to the city, would not agree that he thereby
becomes guiltv of petty larceny, but that is just the size of it.

There

its

has been organized but little over a year, it has gained
considerable prominence in the public mind.
Its

orders a dinner for himself and friends, or

takes a carriage for his

booting of "tipping;" until in short, labor is paid
wages and not put to dishonest make-shifts to secure

as well

by no means rare
as Western cities:
is

— often

comment, which

formed worthy and beneficent acts refuse to brush the
bloom of generosity from those acts by accepting commemorative money gifts gathered alike from rich
and poor, willing and unwilling sources; until men in
high" or low positions refuse to accept from underlings or employes "testimonials " which leave the
public in doubt as to whether won by appreciated
worth or by politic manceuvering; until lovers about
to wed refuse to levy a tax upon the love, pride or
generosity of friends and relatives by their virtual bid
for wedding presents; until men who hire service
from other men for their customers, pay for such service a fair wage in honest fashion and forbid the free-

defense of the "junketof public needs

money-making out

and the public purse, doubtful personal transactions
on city authority and expensive underhandedness of
city officials, that they are ill-paid and must reimburse themselves in some way for the loss of time
and money in their private business. But a sense of
honor equal to that we expect from the clay laborer
who undertakes to plant our garden or paint our
house, would forbid these men to accept a position
which they cannot afford to fill save by a sacrifice
of their honor and by sinking to the level of bribe
takers and petty plunderers.
The ideal state of society can never arrive until
men and women learn to be high-minded and selfrespectful enough to refuse to accept favors not due
them, until legislators understand that they are the
ministers of justice and not of favoritism and refuse
to waste the people's money in bestowing annuities
on the well-to-do relatives and "relicts" of deceased
prominent men, unless they are prepared to do the
sameby the thousands of indigent wives and children

president,

known

General

Francis A. Walker,

as an educator

economist, and his

and

is

widely-

statistician, as well as

name has given the

an

association a

which it could not otherwise so early
The second annual meeting held in
Boston, May 21-25, a t tne same time as the meeting
of the American Historical Association, was marked
by a keen interest in questions of practical economics
and showed careful preparation on the part of
speakers. The session opened with an address from
the president, the most marked feature of which
was that the speaker dwelt upon the importance of
some form of control over the number and character

certain prestige

have attained.

of foreign

immigrants.

was devoted

The forenoon

of

Monday
The

to a study of the railroad problem.

adopted the policy of appointing
standing committees to which are referred various
topics for detailed study and report. The chairman
of the Committee of Transportation is Professor E.
association has

1.

James, of the University of Pennsylvania, under

whose direction the papers on

this topic

were pre-

After an historical sketch by the chairman
of the agitation leading to the enactment of InterState Commerce Bill, Dr. \i. R. A. Seligman, of Columbia College, read a paper on the " Long and Short
Haul Clause." The comparison drawn between the

sented.

principle of public taxation and the principle

which railroad

tariffs

ing!)' suggestive.

upon

should be drawn was exceed-

Mr. Simon Stern, of New York
Railway Commission,

City, then reviewed the Italian

THE OPEN COURT.
as the result of
trol

which private companies gained con-

over the railroads

in

that country.

He

criticised

the presentation of this subject as presented

in Mr.
Hadley's book on Railroad Transportation and, as
Professor Hadley was present, this, of cousre, gave

rise to a lively
•

The

and interesting discussion.
Tuesday morning was devoted to

session of

a consideration of the condition of gas works, water

works, and street railways in the United States. It
was the purpose of the Committee of Municipal
Finance, of which Professor H. C. Adams was chair-

man, to discover what means had been adopted by
municipal authorities to guard the interests of the
public in case of these industries, which, from their
very nature, are superior to the control of competiAlthough the report was full of detail it was
tion.
received with interest, and will form the subject of a
monograph published by the association. Quite a
number of other papers were read, the most important, perhaps, being an address before a joint session
of the two associations, by Carroll D. Wright, on
"The Study of Statistics in Colleges."
It will be seen from these brief mentions that the
association deals with the practical questions of the

day.

Its influence

publications as by

exerted fully as

is

its

meetings.

It

much by

its

has quite a strong

membership in the P.ast and hopes to extend its
membership in the West during the coming year,
and to this end has chosen Columbus, Ohio, as the
place for

its

meeting

in 1888.

GEORGE'S THEORY PROVED AND DISPROVED BY
THEOLOGY.
The Nation rebukes Henry George for saying that
"the Creator meant His bounties of nature equally
for all men," and that " instead of this we have
allowed them to become the property of a few individuals."
The Nation wants to know how Mr. George

came

to find out the Creator's intentions in regard to

the division of property, and,
true,

how

it

happens

His intentions

to

"

if

what he says be

that the Creator has allowed

be frustrated by people like Jay

Gould and Russell Sage?"
The Nation's criticism of Henry George's language
and to the point; but this language is the
language of the current theology, and is heard from
almost every pulpit. And not only the clergy, but
speakers and writers generally are accustomed to
speak with confidence of the "intentions" of the
Creator, with which their theories and objects are of
course in harmony, and with which those of their
opponents are always in conflict.
Mr. George
employs the same method, perhaps because he
knows that the mass of people are, even in this age,
more readily reached and more easily influenced by
is

just

247

bold declarations about the intentions of the Creator
than by careful reasonings which involve no theological assumptions and no appeals to traditional
religious beliefs

and prejudices.

This method can be used and is used just as
effectively against Mr. George's land theory as

Some months ago Archbishop Correplying to this theory, made " the primeval curse" the basis of land ownership.
He said:
"We take the air and the light as God gives them,
in

its

defense.

rigan,

and owe

Him

thanks for His bounty. It was only
fell under the primeval curse; and
only the earth, not the air or light, which man's industrious toil can coax back to something like its original fruitfulness.
When he has done so, his great
reward is to enjoy the results without hinderancc from
the earth which

others."

Here we have a number of assumptions all conby science: that the original condition
the earth was one of abounding fruitfulness; that

tradicted
of

the earth has been cursed, and that

its

condition

is

worse than when man first appeared; that the relation
of earth and air, — to the ever-changing conditions
of which the adjustments of organic life, of limb and
lung, have been going on together through countless
ages,
are such that one could be cursed and theother not. The one truth implied in the argument,
but obscured by the Archbishop's mythological statements, is that the constitution and condition of the
earth, and the nature and needs of man are such that
labor is necessary to man's subsistence and comfort,
and the only materials to which this labor can be

—

applied are those of the earth. The question how
land should be held cannot be decided by appeals
to theology; it must be, in the opinion of most
thinkers has already been, practically decided on
grounds of public utility. But theological methods

and mythological fancies employed in the discussion of economic problems and current practical
issues will fare hardly between the disputants; and
although they may for the moment impress unmodernized minds, their weakness is sure to be shown,
and the superior value of the scientific method of
treating such subjects must by contrast, be strikingly
manifest.

The exodus

of the Catholic children

schools promises to

become complete.

from the public

The

late Council
Baltimore legislated to bring about this result, and the
Catholic Review, commenting upon its action, says:

at

"A

thousand

new

Catholic schools will dot the Ameri-

can landscape before the close of 1SS7, and two hundred
thousand children will make their abode in them."
Catholics have for years protested against Protestant
religious teaching in our public schools, and although the

Catholics have

all

along really desired Catholic schools,

—
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Protestants had not so generally disregarded the
protests and petitions of their Catholic fellow citizens

yet,

if

and petitions based upon the rights of conthis general withdrawal of Catholic children
science
from the public school would probably never have been
protests

uro-ed

by the

The demands

ecclesiastical authorities.

the main been

the Catholics have in

of

and they are

just,

evidently set in their main purpose, conscious of the
wrongs which they have had to endure, because they

have been

Of

the minority.

in

In one of Lilian Whitings recent Boston letters to
the Inter Ocean of this city, speaking of the fact that

Houghton,

they receive their proportionate amount from the public
Protestant
school fund for the support of their schools.
join
the moveconstrained
to
Christians may yet feel
for the

scientific psychology," giving special prominence
"to methods of research," articles "of unusual importance in the fields of logic, the history of philosophy, practical ethics and education will be welcomed."
There will be in addition to this, digests and reviews
and important papers from other journals, including
translations from foreign languages, of articles of
special interest.
The journal will be issued quarterly
at S3. 00 a year.

course they will soon

ask that legislatures and senates consider their ideas of
State education, and they will never be satisfied until

ment

COURT.

which

own

The Freethinkers' Magazine for June reprints
"Labor Cranks," an article by James Parton, which apThe
peared in a recent number of The Open Court.
associate editor, T. B. Wakeman, commenting upon it
in the same number, thinks that it leads to some conclu-

amused the

from those intended by

demand

that questions that

its

revisions of his text, says:

author, namely

earnest attention from

all

errors in former

that he

them

mistook
*

*

Society for Ethical Culture of Chicago, listened

by Mr.

Salter,

weekly

on Sunday,

lectures for this sea-

May

This

29.

has been an encouraging one for the Society,

having been

fruitful in results.

itself to

perform

The

task

a noble one,

is

and

it

year

last
its

labors

has taken

we wish

Advancement

The American

Science will meet in

New York

City on August

and continue

one week.

This being the

Association for the

in session

New

they become too troublesome, but the ideas for which
they stand cannot be crushed it is but tying " the safety
Truth must ultimately prevail, and " Ideas
valve."

meeting held

dominant as to make noble natures
cranks, should be used as wheels of progress and thus

fessor S. P. Langley, the

;

so

to

command

rolling-stock of the world."
a noble nature

is

— indeed

were untrue and would have led to disasThe
trous results had they been accepted by the world.
question for us to ask upon the presentation of any

tant subjects

scheme or system

we

are

is,

commanded

Is

it

right and just?

to further

it

as

much

If so

found

as possible.

York,

Psychology and Pedagogics in the Johns Hopkins
University, will be its editor. While "the main object of the journal will be to record the progress of

ex

by Proincoming president of the asso-

ciation.

#

We

*

*

are glad to note that

among

the topics to be

discussed at the eleventh annual meeting of the Church
Congress next October, is " the higher education of

women,"

a

good sign of progress
#

The Open Court

*

in the

church,

this.

#

of June gth will contain the

concluding part of Dr. Montgomery's criticism of
In the
Prof. E. D. Cope's Theology of Evolution.
his
critic.
to
number following Prof. Cope will reply

us of the proposed publi-

cation of a journal to be entitled the American Journal
of Psychology, G. Stanley Hall, Ph. D., Professor of

first

is

will be presided over

%

Announcement reaches

a large attendance

of
10,

will be held in the buildings of

Columbia College, and

Of this

men whose thoughts on impor-

in

The meeting

pected.

not enough in itself

us to accept theories and beliefs,

there have been noble

a

and

progress of the world." The world in general either
pooh-poohs its " cranks " or silences them by law when

made a part of the
it may be said that

it

hearty good-speed.

therefor safely " realize " their ideas as a part of the

which become

or

for profundities

might be."

to the last of the course of

upon

by stating

misprints were cherished by

#

The

He suggests that the
other things of equal importance.
best way to head off cranks like Carlyle, John Brown,
to " gradually, justly

many

who

Browningites
obscurities as

son,

is

The

"

society greatly yesterday

doubted not that

:

so affect certain

Fourier and Henry George,

Browning

publications have been numerous, and Professor Rolfe

minds that there is a consequent devotion, an intensity of application to them, that precludes
the possibility of giving notice and due consideration to

men

to the

gift

exquisite edition of

printed with the greatest care from the poets

is

of this country and all other State institutions.
*
#
#

sions different

Co. had received from the Boston

a vote of thanks for the

new and

club of their

complete secularization of public schools

&

Mifflin

Browning Club

%

The Literary World
reviewing poetry:
The book has a

Jfc

presents a

cubic content of 117 inches;

weighs

2

pounds

author thrown

in.

3

ounces

—

all

it

of

contains 60S

300 poems, and
for $2, with the portrait of the

pages, comprises (we take the author's
it

new method

word

lor

it)

THE OPEN COURT.
CORRESPONDENCE.

although Mr. Oates had stated that he was without religious belief; whether he is aware that similar instances of conflict, as to
acceptance and rejection of affirmation by jurors without relig-

A LETTER FROM LONDON.

ious belief, are constantly occurring in the Queen's

To the Editors :
Since

I

sent off

my

new

Conservative members have come forward

and

Roman

join hands" with the

to block

Catholic, Mr.

De

the

Lisle,

bill

and the ex-

treme Protestant, Mr. Johnston, against the Atheist.
Meanwhile, the question of oath or affirmation is constantly
arising in one way or another, especially in connection with

where there

so

is

much

confusion of mind as to what

is

the law and what is not, that each magistrate decides the matter
Some free-thinking
according to his own particular fancy.
jurors are allowed to affirm, a few take the oath, and others are
not permitted to do either, but are compelled to lounge idly about
the court.

It is

seldom that magistrates

who have been summoned

release Freethink-

will

from their service, because it is urged that then every juror would say he was
a Freethinker in order to shirk a troublesome duty. Only a few
days ago (on Saturday, April 23), at the Liverpool Sessions, presided over bv Mr. C. H. Hopwood, Q. C, the Recorder, when the
jurors were about to be sworn, one of them, Mr. W. A. Newcomb, asked to affirm instead of taking the oath, as he had been
allowed to do in another court, by another magistrate, on the
previous day. Questioned by the Recorder, Mr. Newcomb stated
that he was a person of no religious belief, whereupon Mr. Hopwood told him that he could not accept him as a juryman someone else must be sworn in his stead. He (Mr. Hopwood) was
sorry, but he could not help it; he had done his best to get the
law altered. Mr. Newcomb, having said that he had no wish to
ers

to serve

on

a jury

;

a citizen, then asked,

shirk his responsibility as

charged? can
to

my

do

The Recorder:

leave the court?"

I

Newcomb: "I

publicly protest against this injustice.

duty, and cannot do

"Am

I

dis-

am

here

"No."
I

The Recorder: "It

it."

Mr.
is

the

law."

Some

surprise has been expressed by Freethinkers here, that

Mr. Hopwood, who worked so hard to get the Oaths Bill passed
when he had charge of it in a previous Parliament, should not
have done as many judges do, and allowed the free-thinking juror

have released him from attendance. To
who know something of Mr. Hopwood, his acThe Recorder of Liverpool is a
perfectly explicable.

to affirm, or at least to

those, however,
tion

is

rigidly conscientious

upon

to

man;

he is called
and whatever he con-

in his present position

administer the law as he finds

it.

ceives the law to be, that will he administer,

whether he thinks

the law be good or evil.

On Wednesdays,

as the

House

of

Commons

following the incident just related,

rises at 6 p. m.,

on the Wednesday
Mr. Bradlaugh tried to get his

At

so

a quarter to six the Clerk

Oaths

Bill

of the

House called over the orders of the day, as usual.
was made to the Oaths Bill. The Speaker then

jection

through another

stage.

put the question, " that this

some

bill

be read a second time,"

voice cried from a back bench on the

the House, "I object," and these

further progress with the

bill

No

two

little

government

ob-

actually

when

side of

words stopped any

that day.

The next day Mr. Bradlaugh asked

the First Lord of the
Treasurv, " whether, at Liverpool City Sessions on Saturday last,
the Recorder refused the oath and affirmation of W. A. Newas a juror, Mr. Newcomb having applied to affirm on the
ground that he was a person without religious belief; whether,
on Monday, at an inquest at Wood Green, Mr. Wynne Baxter,
the coroner, accepted the affirmation of Mr. Oates as a juror,

comb

* Last

month

I

explained the nature of the Parliamentary " block."

Justice,

Bench Divi-

and before coroners; and,

whether, under these circumstances, the government can afford
facilities for taking the opinion of the House on the second
reading of the Oaths Bill, which, during the whole of the present

any

session, has

been persistentlv blocked."

The First Lord of the Treasury, Mr. W. H. Smith, replied
that he knew nothing of the particular cases referred to, and was
not aware that instances of the

same kind were constantly occurwas impossible, he said, for him to give consideration to
any measure which was not a government measure. Mr. Bradlaugh then asked if the Right Honorable gentleman would influence the members of his party to withdraw their block from his
bill, but Mr. Smith protested that he could not do this.
ring.

It

is left lor Mr. Bradlaugh, is to put the bill
second reading every time the " Orders of the Day "
lighter than usual, and to hope that it will be reached

All, then, that

down
are a

for

its

little

before half-past twelve, the hour that the block takes effect. This,
of course, he will do persistently, and, if tenacity of purpose and
patient perseverance count for anything, then before long we
ought to see the bill through another stage.
Unlike members of Parliament, jurors and numbers of others,
witnesses may affirm
the law expressly provides for this, but
attaches a most obnoxious condition to the privilege.
Before a
;

is permitted to affirm, the magistrate is required to satisfy
himself that the oath will have no binding effect on the witness's

witness

This

conscience.

a very

is

obnoxious

sulting—condition, because an honest

—one
man

might even
will

say, in-

speak the truth

whether "bound" by oath or by affirmation, and when the oath
was the form the law required the free-thinking witness to take
in order to render him legally liable for what he said, he was as
much bound by it, morally, as he now is by his solemn declaration, and certainly we have no records of perjured free-thought
witnesses.
Christians, however, are very fond of saying that the
formal acknowledgment which the law requires from every non-

Christian witness, that the oath has no binding effect upon him, is
an admission that when he has no choice but to take the oath, then
he won't feel himself bound by it. The Christian majority first
puts disabilities on the free-thinking minority, and then taunts
it

with them.

And

But although

yet they preach,

for a

number

been allowed by law to affirm
there are so

many

A

little

"Love one another!"

of years,
in

now, Freethinkers have

giving evidence, nevertheless

cases in which their affirmation cannot be

received that the judges seem
subject.

blocking* amendments do not operate;

High Court of

the

sion of

of April, Mr. Bradlaugh has tried

letter

several times to get his Oaths Bill read a second time, but

juries,

249

while ago,

in

in a state

of great confusion on the

the Divorce Court, a witness ob-

sworn because he was "an Agnostic." The
James Harmen, expressed himself as very doubtful as

jected to being

judge, Sir

any form under which he could take the evidence, but the
came to the rescue, saying, "It is under Bradlaugh's Act, my lord."
Whereupon Sir James Harmen said,
loftily, " If anyone knows how to swear this witness, let it be

to

clerk of the court

done."

At

the Middleton (Lancashire) Police Court, last week,

knew nothing of the Evidence Amendment Acts or " Bradlaugh's Act," and no wiser clerk of the court
coming to the rescue, illegally insisted on the administration of
the magistrate apparently

the oath.

A

week ago died

Sir

who

John Mellor, the

last

of that patient

Tichborne "claimant," Orton,
Sir John Mellor was a
in a case which lasted over 100 days.
profoundly religious man, and in 1884, five years after his retirement from the bench, he published a pamphlet on the oath question, entitled, " Is the Oath of Allegiance a Profane Oath?"
He
began by contending that the frequent and profane use of oaths

triumvirate of judges

tried the

—

THE OPEN COURT.
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the main cause of the "existing want of reverence and awe

is

rightfully attaching to the

name

of

God," and regretted that -

considering the excitement that prevailed, and the prejudice that
had been created bv the introduction of the Affirmation Bill into
the

Commons— none

House of

of the great religious bodies had

troubled to discuss the oath question, and ascertain how far the
irreverence
fearful multiplicity of oaths was calculated to induce
for the "

Supreme unseen Cause."

Sir

John Mellor wrote: "Pro-

foundly convinced, bv a long judicial experience, of the general
worthlessness of oaths, especially in cases where their falsity can-

punished, I
not be tested bv cross-examination or be criminally
as
the test of
of
oaths
abolition
the
for
advocate
an
become
have
truth; but

wherever

would retain the punishment

I

at

for

false declarations

present the law prescribes a penalty for a false oath.

*
*
An honest man's testimony will not be made more true
under the sanction of an oath, and a dishonest man will only be
The learned
affected bv the dread of temporal punishment."
judge then dealt with the oath of allegiance required of every
duly elected representative before he can sit and vote in Parliament. This, he said, is "an unnecessary, vain, and therefore pro*

fane oath," for since it cannot extend the duty or increase the
obligation of allegiance it necessarily follows that it is a " taking

Mr. Justice Meilor wound up by
saying that since in his opinion the oath of allegiance was unnecessary and profane, he would suggest that, instead of the oath, a
Roll of Parliament should be made up and signed by every mem-

of the

name

of

God

in vain."

ber upon taking his seat.
Last month lack of space prevented

—

—

his will that he

— that

Lord Gifford announced
convinced that "the true knowledge

aid to Freethought.

was so

d

is,

of Edinburg, Glasgow, Aberdeen and St. Andrews, for " Promoting, Advancing, Teaching and Diffusing the Study of Natural
Theology,' in the widest sense of -that term; in other words, 'The

ties

'

the All, the

First

and Only

Cause, the one and the Sole Substance, the Sole Being, the Sole
Reality, and the Sole Existence, the Knowledge of his Nature

and Attributes, the Knowledge of the Relations which men and
the whole universe bear to Him, the Knowledge of the Nature
and Foundation of Ethics or Morals, and of all Obligations and
Duties thence arising.'

The

"

to be

appointed for short terms, because

the testator expressly desires that the thoughts of different

should explain and illustrate the subject; the lecturers

any

religion, or of

no religion

at all,

minds

may

be of

provided only they be men,

able and true, earnestly seeking to elucidate the truth.

Lord Gifford wished the lecturers
strictly natural science,

to treat the subject as a
considered just as " astronomy or chein-

n-vertheless the lecturers are to be under no restraint
er in their method of dealing with the theme, as he is
persuaded that nothing but good can result from free discussion."
.

'

The

some men

do, but

who,

after

on the subject nearest

"his

heart.

the English colonies of South Africa are

very desirous of forming themselves into associations andol having an experienced Freethought lecturer out ihere from England.

them to get a lecturer
numbers of Freethinkers there, and
they feel quite assured that there will be no difficulty in getting
large audiences in such places as Port Elizabeth, Kimberley Diamond Fields, Graham's Town, Graaf-Reinet, King William's
Town, Queenstown, etc. If any American lecturer would care
to communicate with the secretary, the address is T. Broughton,
S Upper Hill street, Port Elizabeth, South Africa.
It is interesting to note that at Monte Pincio, in Rome, a col-

They have

umn
It

applied to Mr. Bradlaugh to aid

There seems

to go.

to Galileo has

has upon

ace,

it

to be

been erected near the palace of the Medicis.
"The neighboring pal-

the following inscription:

once the property of the Medicis, was the prison of Galileo
having seen the earth revolve round the sun.

Galilei, guilty of

S. P. Q. R.,

May,

To

LDCCCLXXXVII."
Hvpatia Bradlaugh Bonner.

18S7.

the Editors
I

testator desired the lectures to be public

and popular, so that

:

apply to you, or to any of your readers, for help. It is an
somebody thought up

old experience of investigators to find that

Such has more than once been

their think long before they did.

my

probably lead me to it again.
an argument on miracles which seems to
me to be broader, deeper and more complete than Hume's, and to
be conclusive, which I do not think Hume's is. And my request

my own

case,

The thought

that

I

and

this time

may have

for

I

request

may

Is

pointed out to

have not succeeded

me any

discussion of this argu-

in finding one.

ment
Hume's argument on miracles is in
always more probable that the witnesses

This

my

is

state-

:

brief this:
to

"Since

it

is

an alleged miracle are

mistaken than that the miracle happened, the evidence for the
miracle must always be weaker than that against it." This admits
My argument goes
that there may be evidence for a miracle.
further, viz.: Evidence for a miracle not merely must be weaker

This appears as folbut cannot exist at all.
matter offered by one person for the purpose of
causing another person to believe. In order that this can happen
the two parties to the transaction must have had a previous comthan that against
lows: Evidence

mon

it,

is

experience, for otherwise the listener has no principle or

knowledge within himself
which can be convinced.

for the offerer to appeal

to,

— nothing

In the case of anything capable of

some

proof, the thing will be found to be a case falling within

pre-

general rule, illustrated by some part of the past
experience of life. But alleged evidence to prove a miracle not
only does not fall within any such rule and experience of life, but
viously

lectures are not to be perpetual, as they are so often in

our universities, but are

free discussion

The Freethinkers of

ment;

the purpose of establishing a lectureship at each of the universi-

Infinite,

special views, as

private claims, leaves the remainder of his fortune

all

promote a

to

is

—

the

satisfying

of

of the being, nature

Knowledge of God,

own

agation of his

in

and attributes of the Infinito
of the All, of the First and the Only Cause" is the means of
"man's highest well-being," that he resolved upon founding lectureships or classes to aid in the teaching and diffusion of such
He therefore bequeathed £80,000 for
true and sound knowledge.

Q

community,
might profit by them.
Thoughtful men and women, sincere lovers of truth, can
hardly do sufficient honor to the dead judge, who did not selfishly
encumber posterity for all time with an endowment for the prop-

MIRACLES.
me

from mentioning the
Gifford, which had
Lord
judge,
late
Scotch
the
will
of
wonderful
I see that the will was noticed in The
just then been published.
Open Court of March 31, but I must say a few words more
about it here, it is of so much importance. Many and varied are
the feelings and opinions to which it has given rise, but Freethinkers can have but one feeling that of respect for and gratitude to Lord Gifford; and one opinion that it ought to prove a

most important

not only the university students, but also the whole

known

does not even contradict them. It is outside of them; has
nothing to do with them at all; has no relation to them; in short,
it is not evidence at all, because it does not appeal or apply to any
common ground of experience or consciousness in the two parties
to the offer, such as furnishes the only foundation or substratum
it

of possibility for convincing and being convinced which can exist
The offerer of such alleged evidence may
for two human mind6.
believe in the

genuineness of what he considers to have been an
He may be believed by a listener who

experience of his own.

believes himself to have had a similar experience,

— that

is,

who

is

THE OPEN COURT.
A hearer under the influence of mere appemarvelous may believe such a statement. But such
not being convinced by evidence.

already convinced.
for the

tite

belief

is

Where

is

cant than

same

this point discussed?

think

I

it?

add that

will

I

argument less signifimy argument is not the

Is the

about contradicting a complete induction.

as Mill's

It

does

not require the pretty large assumption that an induction can be

known

complete; and

to be

it

does not admit, as Mill's does, that

the distinctive quality of evidence

Both

proof of miracles.

may

exist in matter offered as

Hume

and Mill admit, I believe, in
terms, that miracles are not impossible, and that they may possibly be proved.
I do not now deny that they are conceivable, but
I do deny that, as the human mind is at present constituted, evidence to prove them can exist.
Smith John, D. D.

BOOK REVIEWS.
The Foundations of

Ethics.

By Edioarde Maude, M. A.

Edited by William James, Professor of Philosophy

New York: Henry

vard College.

This

little treatise,

thirty years of ag',

onlv

in justice to

The aim

is

the

work

of a

Holt

&

in

young man who

died under

introduced to the public, the editor says, not

memory,

the author's

of the work

"

but

in justice to philoso-

harmonize the various schools
of ethics, which it regards as mainly right in their affirmations
but wrong in most of their negations, and " fighting only because
they see the shield from different sides." "Impartial minds find
great difficulty in rating themselves with one or the other of the
various schools, exclusively, and this because they cannot find it
in their hearts to shut themselves out from the other schools for
the slight causes that can be alleged." The difference between
right and expediency is regarded as superficial.
Duty and interest
phy."

is

Our author does

are identical.

to

not treat ethics as the science of

good and evil, or of the effects of actions, but as the science ot
that which merits praise or blame in character, or " the science
which studies the responsibility of free beings for their actions
with a view to determining for what, and how far these beings are
worthy of praise or blame, reward or punishment for what they
do or for what they fail to do." An act for which the actor deserves praise may produce evil effects, or one for which he deserves blame may result in good. The effects of an action in no
way affect its ethical quality. Ethics cannot say "this act is good
because it is useful, for that judgment must be made by some
other science which has for its business the study of the effects of
Ethics can deal only with the subjective side of con-

actions."
duct.

The

made by

determined by the effort
rather than any other act. The so-

ethical quality of

the actor to do that,

an act

is

from the ethical point of view, "should
be regarded exactly as the unreasoning impulses to immediate
sensual pleasure are: both are unmoral; neither is in sc vicious;
called virtuous impulses,

neither

is

virtuous, so far as the actor

is

tirely irresponsible for their existence.

concerned, since he

An

act even

is

en-

done with

good intent, but without effort of will, is not an ethical act.
Neither intent nor good consequences of conduct make it virtuous.

The only

oppose obstacles by the virtuous exerpossible only for imperfect beings.
Professor C. C. Everett is quoted: "The moral law even in itself
is only transitional.
No action is complete so long as it is performed merely from a sense of duty." " So virtue is a mark of imperfection.
The science of ethics must determine how far a man
is praiseworthy or blameworthy for his acts, but this is what never
can be determined and therefore a science of pure ethics is impossible.
The world is or ought to be interested only in the objective effects of actions
While the
the science of good and evil.
cise of

sin

our

is

failure to

will.

Virtue

—

is

'

5'

may be known innately its goodness can be
known only by experience." Such briefly is the view presented.
The novelty of the work consists chiefly in s definitions and
In makdistinctions, and here the author shows much acuteness.
Tightness of an act

'

i

ing virtue to consist simply in effort of

only

in

proportion to the effort

made

will,

to

and an act virtuous

perform

it,

regardless of

and excluding from virtue all good acts resulting from
good impulses, from inherited tendencies, from a natural disposition
to do right,
all acts which are performed with pleasure, however
useful, the author divests virtue of about all the word connotes; and
of course if ethics deals only with the energy of free volition, there
can be no science of ethics. We think that most of the fallacies
of this little work can be traced to the assumption of a metaphysits effects,

—

It
will, and volition that is exempt from law and causation.
seems not to have occurred to the author that volitional energy
must depend upon inherited qualities, and can afford no sole
ground for praise and blame.

ical

Entwickelung und Gl'uckseligkeit.
B.

Har-

Co., 1SS7. pp. 220.

2

Stuttgart,

Carneri.

1S86.

Ethische

Essays von
Verlags-

Schweizerbartsche

handlung.

This work of 470 pages is a collection of twenty-seven essays
which were published before in the h'osmos, one of the most
prominent German periodicals. All of the essays touch upon
the ethical problem and such topics as are in close reference to
ethics.
Carneri's aim is to base ethics upon the evolution theory
and Darwinism. He distinguishes ethics from morals. Morals
are the historically developed ethological state of certain periods

They

are different in different times, and as a rule c

m

be formuEthics

lated in a code of dictatory or imperative prescriptions.

him morals in a wider sense. It is the abstract
which enables us to estimate and measure the
moral stages and views.

(Sittlichkcit) is to

ideal of morals,

different

"Ethics," he savs, "is the highest efflorescence of evolution
community
it appears in the restriction of a
necessarily evolves. To ethics the pursuit of happiness naturally
to

which humanity as

leads bv a purification of the instinct of self-preservation."
Happiness is defined as "conscious, unchecked evolution,"

evolution with
is the reconciliation of individual
universal evolution (Versohnung der individuellen Entwickelung
mit der Eutwickelung der Gesammtheit). In this way the social

and "ethics

Carneri
enhance and purify happiness."
from a happiness motive.
"Utilitarians," he says, "do violence to logic and the common
usage of language; and here their whole system breaks down.
Who for a noble purpose sacrifices his property and life, by no

restraint

serves

to

objects to explain self-sacrifice

means pursues

his

foregoes forever.

own

happiness or

Yet the pain which

utility,
is

which, indeed, he
in this way does

caused

the

not prevent that his sacrifice affords him a last happiness,
"
onlv one which remains possible
says in another passage, "has
Carneri
idea,"
happiness
"The
the distinction of
its weak points, but it approaches most nearly
gives the
emotion
that
declares
it
as
displeasure,
and
pleasure
first

impulse.

It is

primarily emotion and only secondarily utility

which prompts the ego

to search for

its

complementary

/«,

and

*

*
causes egotism to find full gratification in altruism."
graduwhich
intelligence
it
is
but
impulse,
first
the
"Emotion is
We may fairly regard Carneri's view as
ally ennobles emotion."
work cona reconciliation of utilitarianism with altruism. The
lie treats on
tains many interesting essays on different topics,
Kant, Condillac, Leslie Stephen, Darwin, etc. He speaks of the

"Position of
"

Woman," "The Explanation of Consciousness,"
Faith," "The Power of Mind," etc.

Knowledge and

Let me conclude with the last passage of Carneri's book,
where he contemplates the progress of humankind and human
aspirations for the highest ideals, " The Good, the Beautiful and

—

—
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"There is much lacking in our civilization still," he
"but when we review the whole past of human history
without prejudice, we must confess that man has taken good care
of the talent in his trust, and we may say with confidence, Man
will never lose himself.' "
p. c.
the True."

the portraits given this

says,

Brooks, Henry Wilson,

'

The Meanest Man

Zury:

Western

&

Mifflin

in Spring County.
Joseph Kirkland. Boston
Price $1.50.
pp. 53S.

Life.
By
Co., 1S87.

A

Novel

of

Houghton

:

This is an interesting, though not an agreeable story. It is an
apparently realistic discription of pioneer life in the West with
none of its more sordid phases glossed over, or its bitter experiences

left out.

The

Zury Prouder, the

characteristics,

hero, are carefully

and the successful career of
the time when he

drawn from

arrived in Spring County, a healthy, wide-awake, self-assertive

first

whose family and possessions journeyed thither in a "prairie
schooner" and " settled " on a bit of mortgaged land, through his
long life of contemptible and barely honest, niggardly meanness
and bargain-making until he attains great wealth, legislative
honors, and a third wife. To read this work is a much easier way
to understand how some Western farmers have succeeded in
amassing fortunes than to make personal experiments thereof.
lad,

Fortunately the majority of our Western pioneers have never
been reduced to such low moral levels as are here portrayed, but
"Zury" is undeniably a strongly drawn type of a certain class,

whose natural bents are warped and distorted by dire need, and
degrading environments. There is a love story in this decidedly
unique novel, which begins, proceeds and ends in a manner altogether original if not quite commendable. The dialogues and talk
so freely scattered through the book are carried on in a strange socalled Western dialect which on the whole detracts from the infrom the necessity on the part of the reader of
But whoever wishes a graphic picture of the
superficial thoughts, aims and daily life as it i6 in small Western
communities will find it in the story of "Zury," who gloried in his
well-won distinction of being "the meanest man in Spring County."
terest of the story

partial translation.

An

Illustrated Grammar qf Skat, the German Game
of Cards. By Ejus/ Eduard Lcmcke. 2d edition, revised
and greatly enlarged. New York, 18S7: Westermann & Co.

game

much

and the author of this Grammar of Skat treats the subject so ingeniously that even non-players, as the writer knows from his own experience, must grow
interested.
To Mr. Lemcke, Skat is more than simply whiling
away the idle hours of leisure. He looks upon it as an essential
feature of German culture which he wants to see introduced into
possesses

American

fascination,

social life as a cure of the Puritan ideas of

observance,

etc.

The

origin of Skat, although

it

is

Sabbath

not older

shrouded in myths. Its principles are
knave (der Bauer) beats even the king.
A remarkable feature of the game is that the trumping power of
the cards is different from their counting value.
p. c.
fifty

or sixty years,

tenkofer.

The Unitarian Review for June opens with a paper on "The
Revelations of God," as understood in the light of nineteenth
century thought, by John W. Chadwick; the second article considers "A Flaw in our Town Democracies;" "St. Paul's Doctrine
of the Risen Christ," by Conrad Mascol, was prepared, the editor
states,

The Century for June presents as its frontispiece a strong por
of Count Leo Tolstoi, and George Kennan gives an inter

esting sketch of a visit to that original thinker, of

remarks:

whom

hi

His theories of life and conduct seemed to me nobly
generously and heroically wrong, but for the man himself I had,
and could have, only the warmest respect and esteem." In the
"

same number Julan Hawthorne writes of "College Boat Racing
New London Regatta," which article is accompanied by

and the
spirited

England,

is

W. A. Rogers.

Mrs. Schuyler Van
Peterborough Cathedral," in
also finely illustrated by Joseph Pennell.
Some ot

illustrations

Rensselaer's

by

description

of

"

a sequel

to

an

article

May

in the

Doctrine of the Resurrection;"

"St. Paul's

"Our

Present Need," by E. F. Hayward, treats of the needs of Unichurches; "The Eastern Question" is interestingly
explained by Prof. Boros, of the college at Koloysviir, Transyltarian

"The Editor's Note-Book" in "One Phase of the Social
Question" and "The Mission of Sovereigns" notices at considerable length two new books; " The Pauline Writings " are the
subject considered in " Critical Theology," and George Meredith's
vania;

novels in "Literary Criticism."

Wide-A-vake
in

for

June

is

to

"The Story

stories,

some "bird

number, both
Three chapters are given of

a particularly brilliant

reading matter and illustration.

what promises

be one of Charles Egbert Craddock's best
of

Keedon

Whitney

Bluffs;" Mrs.

translates

talk " into verse; Harriet Prescott Spofford, in a

poem,

"A

Splendid Fire " made from the manuscripts of a disappointed poet; Louise Guiney writes of water

tells

the sad story of

sprites; Lizzie

W. Champney

begins a finely illustrated story of

West; Mrs. Sarah K. Bolton tells the experience of a
successful woman florist, and Grace Denio Litchfield relates her
thrilling experience during the earthquake at Mentone.
the Far

James H. West, of Geneva,

111., is

about

to publish Uplifts

of Heart and Will, a book consisting of thirty-seven religious
meditations or aspirations, the peculiarity of which, is that they
are not addressed "to any ulterior deity," but are the expression
of the emotion of the soul yearning for moral perfection.

INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSIONS.
The

issues therein treated of are highly important and ably discussed.

Prof. Richard Owen,
I

with
I

I

New

Harmony,

think

The Open Court

lately,

North or South.

am

Ind.

the best publication of the kind that

Lerov M. Lewis, Monroe,

I

have met

La.

The Open Court. It is so original and
John C. Mitchell, Danversport, Mass.

wonderfully pleased with

fresh that

it

rests one.

congratulate you upon producing a pnper ?o excellent in every way. It
as The Index was, the very Bread of Life to me. P. B, Sibley,

—

will be

Spearfish, Dak.
If

my

you can determine

subscription.

I

to issue

The Cuukt

congratulate you on

its

weekly,

I

excellence.

will be glad to double

— G.

P.

Delaplaine,

Madison, Wis.

When

learned that The Ind x

was about

to be discontinued, I felt that
and was disposed to question
the action of the trustees in their determination to close up the affairs of such a
valuable paper. But I now feel reconciled to such action since The Open
Court has come into existance, for it is a most noble inheritance that has come
I

trait

by special request as

number on

is

quite democratic, as the

month are of Charles Sumner, Preston S.
Anson Burlingame, Died Scott and wife,

Chief Justice Taney, and Professors Moleschott, Voit and Pet-

Skat is considered the national German gime of cards. It
has been introduced into America, and it is spreading rapidly
through the efforts of many enthusiastic players. No doubt the

than

—

was

I first

to lose the

companionship of an old

friend,

to continue the good work of The Index.
I am glad to see the familiar writers
once more contribuling their highest and purest thought; Montgomery, Potter,
Conway, Holland, Ball, Gunning. Surd}' these re welcome names, and beside
this, you have already added other contributors who give promise of doing
most excellent work. The Open Court is in everv way attractive as it comes
from the press, and presents a most inviting appearance even before the contents have been examined; its reconstructive work is admirable and cannot fail
to command respect even from opponents, while those in sympathy with its
aims and purposes look forward with increased interest to each successive
issue freighted as it is with such valuable material.— C. C. Stearns, Worcester, Mass.
;

